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Abstract:
Lower limb injuries occurto front seat occupants
in more than onein three head-on casualty crashes A
study wasn n d e d e n t o determinethe various types of injuries,the sources of injuw inside the vehicle,
and the mechanisms of i n j m y This information was to help guide future regulation effort aimed at
reducing the frequency and severity of these injuriesand to make recommendations about how these
injuries mightbemitigated in futurevehicledesipn.Adetailedexamination
was undertaken of
hospitalised or killed vehicle occupants who sustained
a lower limbinjury in a passenger car involved
in
afrontalcrash. Thefindingsshowedthatfract~esoccurinSS%ofcrasheswheresomeonesnffersalower
limb injury.Fractures t o the ankle and foot were more common
than other lowerlimb fractures andthe
floor and toepanarea was especially involvedinthese fractures. There was no apparent age or sex effects
amongthe injured occupants. Unrestrained occupants seemedmore likelgto sustain athigh fracture from
contact with the instment panel than restrained occupants. The number of fractures was directly
proportional to the impact velocity and roughly halfthese
fractures occurred at a delta-\' value of 48km/h
orless. Themostcommonmechanismsofinjurywascompression(auialloading)ofthelon-erlegorthigh,
perpendicular loading of theknee, and crushing or twistingof the foot. There isa need for additional
regulation aimed at reducingthe frequency and severity ofthese injuries and
annmber
of countermeasures
are available.
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Executive Summary
Lower limb injuries to front seat occupants in frontal crashes are a major source of vehicle
occupanttraumainthiscountry,occurringinmorethanoneineverythreecrasheswheresomeone
is either hospitalised or killed.
While not necessarily life threatening, they do cause considerable pain and suffering to the
individuals involved, can require long-term treatment and rehabilitation and often result in
permanent disability. They canbe extremely costly to the people involved and tothe community
generally.

Lower Limb Study
To assist in future efforts aimed at reducing the frequency and severity of lower limb injuries, the
Monash University Accident Research Centre was commissioned by the Federal Office of Road
Safety toundertake adetailed examinationoflower
limb in-jurres front
to seat occupantsin frontal
crashes involving current generation passenger cars.
The study set out identify
to
the range of lower limb injuries and contacts within thevehicle and
to investigate the mechanisms of injury for themore serious and frequent of these injuries. The
study was to make recommendations on the needs and priorities for further lower limb injury
regulation and countermeasures aimed at reducing these injuries.

A literature reviewwas initially conducted which reviewed previous research and recent
developments in this area.
An analysis was thenundertakenof lower limb injury cases contained in theCrashed Vehicle File
at Monash University. This database comprised detailed inspections of 50 1 crashes that occurred
in and around Melbourne involving 605 injured occupants where the occupant was either
hospitalised or killed in the crash.
The injury analysis identified the most common severe lower limb injuries and their contact
source withii the vehicle in frontal crashes that required closer attention.
Mechanism of Injury Data
Mechanism of injury for these frequent injuries was then determined from the details of the
injuries and sources of injury in the original case sheets as well as from additional details obtained
from the patient files keptat the treating hospital.

An expert panel was formed consisting of a trauma surgeon, an epidemiologist, a biomechanical
engineerandresearchstafftorevieweachlowerlimbinjurycaseinarrivingatanagreedprognosis
of the mechanism of injury.
Findings from the Study
There wereanumber of fmdings concerning the types and mechanisms of lower limb injuries to
come from this study.
The mostcommon severe lower limb injuries in frontalcrashes are fractures (single or multiple).
Fractures occur in 88% of cases where a front seatoccupant is either hospitalised or killed in a
frontal crash and sustains a lower limb injury.
The six most frequent lowerlimb fracture by contact source combinations were ankleifoot with
the floor& toepan, lower leg with the floor
& toepan, thigh with the
instrument panel, lower leg
withthe instrument panel, kneewith theinstrument panel and knee with the steering column. The
LOWER
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frst of thesewas six times more likely than the last.
Current crash performance regulationsonly specify a maximum acceptable tolerance level for
femur (thigh) loading. Moreover, there
is a need for anew test dummy capable of measuring the
full range of injurious forces
to the lower limbs.
The average changeof velocity during impact (delta-V)was slightly higher among cases where
someone sustained a lower
limb fracture than for all frontalcrashes. Lower limb fracture cases
had a higher minimum delta-V value than injury
all cases.
Fifty percentof lower limb fractures occurred at SOkm/h or below. The 80th percentile value was
70km/h. The number of fractures per fractured lower limb case was directly proportional to
delta-Vi. Lower limb fractures were morecommon among occupants of smaller cars.
There wereno marked ageor sex related differences in lower limb fractures suggesting that any
frailty effectsdue to ageing were more than offset
by the levelof lower limb trauma associated
with frontal crashes.
There was a slight suggestion
sustaining a thigh fracture.

of over-involvement of unrestrained occupants among those

The three most common
mechanisms of lower limb fracture includecompression (axial loading)
of the thighand lower leg, perpendicular loading
of the knee,and crushing or twistingof the foot.
These three mechanisms
(by body region) need to beemphasised in future efforts
to measure and
specify acceptable tolerancesaimed at reducing lowerlimb injuries.
Foot and ankle movementsof eversion and inversion and dorsiflexionwere most common among
foot and ankle fractures. Torsion forces were
roughly equally distributed in either direction while
perpendicular loadingtended to be more medial than lateral.
Recommendations
There is a need for further effortaimed at reducing lowerlimb injuries for front seat occupants
in frontal crashes.This could require additional regulation
aimed at specifying a rangeof lower
limb injury tolerance criteria.

As a pre-requisite, there
is a need for testdummies sufficiently sensitive to measuretypes
the and
ranges of lower limb injuries (fractures) apparent in
real world crashes.
Manufacturers, too,need to consider ways in which car design could be improvedto protect these
lower extremities.
Possible countermeasuresfor lower limb injuries include:
*

moreforgiving lower instrument panel designs,

*

knee
bars,

*

-

*

removing injurious fittings in the regions likely to come into contact with lower limbs in
frontal crashes,
the use of more sturdy materialsin dash boards (suchas sheetmetal, rather thanbrittle plastics),
innovative pedal designs to minimise the likelihood of ankle and foot fracture, and
structural improvements in the floor
and toepan regions to minimise intrusions
deformations likelyto injure occupants' feet and lower legs.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Lower limb injuries to front seat occupants in frontal crashes continue to be a major source of
vehicle occupant traumain terms of pain and suffering to the individuals involved and cost to
both the individuals and the community. Fildes, Lane, Lenard and Vulcan (1991) demonstrated
that the most frequent injury
to hospitalised front seatoccupants from head-on crashes was to
the lower extremities. A number of countermeasures were recommended to alleviate these
injuries namely knee bars and more forgivinglower instrument panel designs. These measures
were all shown to be highly cost-effective (Monash University Accident Research Centre,
1992).
Apart from specifying acceptable femur loads in the US FMVSS208 and the forthcoming
ADR69100, however, there is no requirement at present anywhere in the world for vehicle
manufacturers to meet lower limb injury criteria in any type of crash Regulations of this type
are imperative to ensure that vehicle manufacturers pay sufficient attention to passenger car
designs that will enhance lower limb protection for occupants.
Through the Federal Office of Road Safety; Australia is currently participating in the work of
the European Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) to develop a uniform offset frontal
crash procedure, Part of this procedure will beto specify lower limb injury criteria A first step
in this process is to use the criteria originally developed from the work of General Motors’
researcher Bud Mertz and a fully instrumented Hybrid III dummy. However, EEVC are also
developing a new generation frontal test dummy based on research underway throughout the
western world. This new dummy will incorporate new leg assemblies capable of recording
even more injury data.
Yet, there is very little data available on the extent of lower limb injuries, particularly the
mechanisms involved in the moresevere types of lower l i b injuries. These data are crucial to
help ensure that the new generation test dummy is sufficiently sensitive enough to measure
appropriate injury types and, therefore, specify suitable test criteria to ensure real-world injury
reductions.
1.1

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Federal Office of Road Safety recently commissioned the Monash University -4ccident
Research Centre to undertake a study of the extent of lower limb injuries and the mechanisms or
processes of lower limb injury. The objectives of this study, specified by the Federal Office of
Road Safety, were to:
identify thetypes of lower limb injuries (bone fractures, ligament damage; lacerations,
contusions, etc) sustained by front seat occupants in frontal crashes:
show the sources of these injuries within the vehicle (what parts of the car cause these
injuries), and
the precise mechanisms of injury (how they are caused).
The results of this study are to be used to assist the Federal Office of Road Safety in their
deliberations on EEVC working parties aimed at developing a new generation crash test
dummy and suitable lower limb injury criteria.

1.2

STUDY METHODOLOGY

The project design included a number of different research tasks, including a small review of
Australian and overseas occupant safety literature, an analysis of detailed injury data to
occupants of modern passenger cars that crash, a more thorough examinatiorrof severe lower
limb injuries to determineinjury mechanisms, and a project report outlining the findingsfrom
this study.
The database used in this analysis wasthe “Crashed Vehicle File”containinga detailed
examination of 501 representative passenger car crashes (post-1982 vehicles) in and around
Melbourne in which 605 vehicle occupants were hospitalised or killed. These data were
collected from 1989 to 1992 using the National Accident Sampling System (NASS) and have
been used in previous reportspublished by the Federal Office of Road Safety on frontal crashes
(CR95, Fildes et al, 1991; CR100, Monash University Accident Research Centre, 1992) and
more recently on side impacts (CR134, Fildes, Lane, Lenard & Vulcan, 1994).
The data analysis focussed on lower limb injuries that occurred to front seat occupants in
frontal crashes and emphasised type and severity of injury, contact source, seating position, and
whether the occupant was restrained or not. For each noteworthy category of lower limb
injury, a set of typical (limited number) injury mechanisms were outlined. The frequency of
occurrence of these mechanisms were then quantified to help prioritise futureinjury criteria.
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2.

LOWER LIMB LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

DEFINITIONS

The lower extremity is classified into segments:
The thgh, extending from thehip joint to the kneejoint. contains
It
one bone, the femur,
three groups of large muscles, tendons, large blood vessels and nerves.
The leg, from knee joint to ankle joint. It contains two bones , the tibia and fibula, three
groups of muscles, tendons nerves and blood vessels.
part
The tibiaand fibula expand at their lower ends as the malleoli, which form the upper
of the ankle joint.
The foot,that part of the lowerextremity beyond the ankle joint. It is a complex stmcture
with seven tarsal bones (of the foot proper), five metatarsals and the bones of the toes
themselves.
The footcontaining multiple joints, tendons, ligaments and a number of small muscles
The principal joints are thehip, knee and ankle.

In this account that part of the thighcontaining the femur fromthe greater trochanter to the hip
joint will be
omitted. Soft tissue injury will be mostly neglected, but itis to be noted that injury
to the major blood vessels, when occurring, may have a drastic effect on ultimate disability
2.2

INCIDENCEANDIMPORTANCE

Efforts to reduce trauma vehicle
in
crashes have, for good reason, been directed mainly towards
life threatening injuries - to the head, neck and thorax. But lower limb injuries, though seldom
life-threatening, are a major cause of disability in surviving casualties from motor vehicle
accidents. According to Pattimore, Ward, Thomas and Bradford (1991), a severe injury to the
lower limb is often an occupant’s most severe injury, so that means of mitigating these injuries
would have considerable benefits.
According to Bull(1985), who analysed a large series of vehicle casualties, both those admitted
to hospital and outpatients, injuries to the lower limbs are the most frequent cause of serious
disability. Car crashes are a major contributor to the total of lower limb fractures from all
causes. States (1986) reviews thirteen series, for different fracture types, in which the percentage derived from motor vehicle accidents (all kinds) ranges from 1.6% to 87%
States (1986) drew the conclusion that motor vehicle crashes caused:
most pelvic fractures and hip dislocations
three quarters of fractures of the shaft of the femur and proximal end of the tibia
half tibial shaft fractures
one quarter of inter-trochanteric fractures of the femur
*

few heel (or calces) and femoral neck fractures,

Most ligament and articular cartilage injuries of the knee were sports injuries

Estimates of the incidence of lower limb injuries in occupant casualties from the older literature
(mostly unrestrained occupants) cited by States (1986) are: 13% (Nahum, Siegel, Hight &
Brooks, 1968), 42% (Gogler, 1965) and 50% (Kihlberg, 1970).
In 1982 Huelke, O’Day and States estimated, from NCSS data, that car occupants in U.S.A.
sustain 27,000 AIS 3 or 4 injuries to the lower extremity per year, These are distributed as
follows: pelvis 24%, thigh 23%, knee 11%, leg 22% ankle and foot 16%. In 2520 occupants of
1074 tow-away crashes investigated by Rastogi, Wild and Duthie (1986) the incidence of lower
limb injuries was 3 1.4% (few of the occupants were belt wearers). These authors found an
incidence of 5% of fractured femurs in drivers and front seat passengers and 3% in the rear.
For occupants restrained by three-point belts, a study of Canadian car occupants with at least
one injury of AIS 2 or greater (where 40% were in frontal crashes) showed that 50% had lower
limb injuries (Dalmotas, 1980).

In the analysis of matched Transport Accident Commission data and police records carried out
in Melbourne (Fildes et al, 1991), 17% of the injuries sustained by casualties admitted to
hospital were major lower limb injuries and a further 3 1% were minor lower limb injuries. For
frontal crashes, these percentages were 22% major and 34% minor. In the crashed vehicle
study (Fildes et.al., 1991), drivers’ injuries were 26% of all A I D 2 injuries, front left passengers’ 13% and rear passengers’ 9%. These percentages for front seat occupants, though
substantial, are somewhat less than those reported by Ward, Bodiwala and Thomas (1992).
Ward, Bodiwala and Thomas (1992) examined data from the (U.K.) Cooperative Car Injury
Study for restrained front seatoccupants in frontal collisions. Table 2.1 shows the frequency of
mean AISs for each body area.

Table 2.1
Frequency of AIS Value by Body Area
for 658 Restrained Front Seat Occupants in Frontal Collisions
AIS value
Body area
Head&face
Neck
Chest
Abdomen
Upper h b s
Lower limbs

4

2
257
11
167
21
145
120

41
11
28
13
22
94

8

-

7

6

3

5

3 5 - 42
8

Total
injured

Total with
AIS over 2
of 658)

450
99
371
106
329
460

314 (48)
22 (3)
1)
202 (3
(6)
167 (25)
214 (33)

Source: Tard eta1 11992)

Levine (1986a) in a summaryof reports of the long term outlook found that hip fractures from
motor vehicle accidents (not considered in this review) often did not achieve a good result.
Fractures of the shaftof the femur required six to ten months healing and eleven months before
return to work. Patellar fractures generally had goodresults, with 94% of the injured occupants
back at work after four months. Tibia and fibula fractures required up to eight months. Ankle
4
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fractures were usually faster to recovery - six to twelve weeks - and with good long term
results. Fractures of the foot varied greatly depending on the bones involved. Fractures of the
talus and calcaneus involving the joint caused long term disability.
According to Ward et a1 (1992), hip and femur fractures appear to require the greatest use of
resources from the health and social services and have the worst long term prognosis, but leg,
ankle and foot fractures are more frequent.
2.3

OCCUPANT VARIABLES

A number of investigators have reported on lower limb injury rates by age of occupant.
Unfortunately most refer or probably refer to unrestrained occupants. Lowne (1974) found
“leg” injuries in 46% of occupants aged 0-15 years compared with 66% in those aged 16 and
over. Age may have been confounded with seating position as Walz, Sprenger and Niederer
(1978) found little difference in the frequency of “leg injury” between child and adult rear seat
occupants unbelted - both had 22%. (Pelvic injuries were more frequent with increasing age.)
The use of the age category 0 - 15 years conceals differences withinthe group. Ashton,
Mackay and Gloyns (1974) found no leg injuries in thoseaged less than one year: 22% in those
1-5 and 49% in those 6-14 years. A rather similar gradient was found by Garvil (1976). The
effect of restraint is shown in Table 2.2, derived from child occupants who were injured
(Sturtz, 1977).

Table 2.2
Effect of Restraint on Lower Limb Injuries in Children
upper leg
knee
lower leg
foot

Unrestrained
9%
15%
15%

Restrained
5%
9%
5%

Source: Sturtz (1977)

For children less than 10, Melvin, Stalnaker and hfohan (1978) found injuries of “extremities”
in 21% of unrestrained children and 5% of restrained children in a sample of crashes investigated in depth. In another sample of tow-away crashes they found leg injuries in 13% of
unrestrained and 3% of restrained children.
The interactive effects of age, occupant position and restraint use are shown in Table 2.3
(Huelke, Compton & Compton, 1991). These data are from frontal crashes collected by the
National Accident Severity Study over the years 1980-1987. Restraint has a protective effect
against AIS 2 and greater lower limb injuries for all age groups, but the largest effect in
passengers aged 61 and over.

Table 2.3
Maximum Injury Severity by Age and Restraint Usage
AIS > 2 % of Total

N

Drivers:
Young (16-50 years)
Unbelted
Belted

14915

696

4.7

3720

107

2.8

x0

Old (61+ years)
1507

503

29

5.3
4.6

4661

215

4.6

Unbelted
Belted

Passengers:
Young
Unbelted
785

1.8

Belted
Old
Unbelted

508

56

11.0

Belted

163

8

4.9

Source: Huelke et a1 (1991)

In a study of 1,149 non-ejected drivers, Dischinger,Cushing and Kerns (1992) found that the
benefit of restraint was confined to reduction in fractures of the femur. This was true for both
frontal and same-side lateral impacts.
These authors also found the incidence of lower limb injuries to be somewhat higher in the
older age range (45 years and above). Moreover, females had about twice the incidence of
ankle/foot injuries, and a near to significant preponderance of patella injuries by comparison
with males (see Table2.4)

Table 2.4
Incidence of Lower Extremity Injuries by Age, Sex and Type of Fracture
Male
Female
(N=739) (N=406)
Yo
%

Total
P
%

Age:
24.8 15.8 15-29
19.4 30-44
29.0 26.5 30.8 45-59
25.0 20.6
60+

22.7

0.02

4.7

6.6

Tibifib
Patella
5.7
Ankle 8.6
3.6 Tarsal

0.008

NS
NS
NS

22.1

Specific Fracture:
Femur
10.1
6.6

18.7
20.7

4.9
2.6

10.1

10.1
5.5

4.7

3.3
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0.06

0.001

4.1

Source: Dischinger, Cushing &Kerns (1992)
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2.4

VEHICLECLASSFACTORS

A comparison between 258 injured occupants of “forward control vans’‘, commonly used as
passenger vehicles, and 3468 injured occupants of conventional cars was made byPaix, Gibson
and McLean (1986), based on records of the (then) Motor Accidents Board of Victoria Van
occupants in frontal crashes were morelikely to have sustained a leg injury than car occupants.
Morgan, Eppinger and Hennessey (1991j found that moderate or greater foodankle injurywas
associated with lighter vehicles compared with the overall NASS vehicle population.

Table 2.5
Leg Injury Rates by Seating Position and Car Size

All collisions

Small cars
Compacts
Large

Leg Injury Rate Per100 Casualties
All AIS>2
driver
51
11
5
left front
45
rear
41
0
49
8
1
8
50
} All occupants
51
11
1

Source: Fildes et a1 (1991)

In Table 2.5, there is no great variation in injury rates with car size. These rates are for leg
injuries in general, whereas Morgan and others’ observations are for ankle and foot injuries
only.

2.4.1 Collision Type and Speed

The broad effect of type of collision has been noted above: lower limb injuries are predominantly incurred in frontal collisions. Dalmotas (1980), in a study of restrained occupants,
found that60% of occupants with lower limb injuries had been involved in pure frontal impacts
and an uncertain additional percentage in multiple impact crashes withafrontalimpact
component. In side impacts, severe lower limb injuries (AIS 2 2) occurred mainly in near side
(i.e., occupant side) collisions - 16.7% compared with 2.8% far side(see Table 2.6).

Table 2.6
Severe (AIS 2 2) Lower Limb Injuries in Drivers by Collision Type
Frontal only
Multiple
Near side
Far side
Otherlunknown

59.7%
18.1%
16.7%
2.8%
2.8%

Source: Daimofas (1980)

The differential effects of side and frontal impacts were noted also by Pattimore and others
(1991). For restrained occupants in frontal impacts, 68% of skeletal injuries were located
below the knee, while in
side impacts, for occupants on the struck side (i.e , near-side), 5 1 % of
skeletal injuries involved the pelvis.
LOWER
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Table 2.7
Leg Injury Rates by Type of Crash
Frontal

Frontal

Side

Side

thigh
76 (21)

1%
62 (15)

thigh
60 (13)
33
(6)

1%

Leftfront 41 (11)
57

(8)

Drivers

(7)
33

(0)

Source: Fildes et al(1991) The rated100 casualties are for all
grades of injury and, in parenthesis, injuries >AIS2

Table 2.7 suggests that lower leg injuries are less frequent for front seat
occupants in side than
frontal impacts, particularly for below-the-knee injuries.
Dalmotas (1986) found that injuries of the leglankleifoot at the AIS 2 level
occurred in
collisions well below 48 k m h Those at AIS 3 were largely confmed to collisions in which
there was marked intrusion
of the toe pan.
It was found in this (and other ) investigations that fracture of the femur tended to occur in
collisions of severity well in excess of the 48 k m h barrier test. In contrast, fractures of the
knee, leg , ankle or foot were observed at severities below this test condition.

Otte, von Rheinbabenand Zwipp (1992) provide details of collisions types relating to fractures
of the foot (see Table 28).

Table 2.8
Foot Fractures by Collision Type
Frontal
Side
left
Side

16.9

21.4

Phalanx
Metatarsals
Tarsus
4.3
7.1 Talus
Calcaneum
65.2
31.1
Ankle joint
Total

39.4
4.2
2.8
56
65.7

right

4.3
17.4

7.1
50
14.3

8.7.

-

21.3

13

Total
13
31.1
5.6
2.8
5.6
37
100

Source: Otte et al(1992j. 96 of I08 restrained drivers; side lefr is near, side right isfar

In the series of Rastogi and others (1986), the mean delta V for femur fractureswas 42 km/h
and the incidence was higher over 48 h / h . They proposed the speed-fracture relationship
shown in Figure2.1
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Speed-fracture relationship (Rastogiet a1 1986)

INJURES AND SOURCES

The emphasis in the literature on tissue injury is mainly on skeletal damage, though concomitant soft tissue lesions (e.g., damage to blood supply) may occasionally be the determinant of
severity. The need for fixation of the affected limb and development of bony union usually
determines time to recovery.
The structure of bone and its biomechanical properties are therefore basic to understanding
injury mechanisms. For a summary of the anatomy of the lower limbs; reference should be
made toHueke (1986) and Levine (1986b).
2.5.1 Bone structure

Bone is a hard mineralised tissue consisting of a fibrous organic matrix (of a protein,
collagen)
bound by inorganic salts (mainly calcium). The long bones of the limbs are, for the most part,
roughly tubular in structure, the tube consisting of hard compact bone with a core of lighter
“honeycomb’ of spongy bone (cancellous bone) whose mechanical properties are less well
understood.
In the living subject, bone is a dynamic tissue, constantly being absorbed and rebuilt. The
strength of bone is a function of its calcium content. This varies between males and females
and throughout life. In adults the demolition/rebuilding process is in balance until the third or
fourth decade. Loss of calcium in the elderly, particularly in post-menopausal women, is a
major factorin their propensity for bone fracture(see Figures 2 2 and 2.3).
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For these reasons it is simplistic to specify a standard "tolerance load" for, say,axial compressive
loading of the femur. Nevertheless, a specific value is needed for design rule purposes. Much
of the relevant evidence concerning the femur, tibia and patella are summarised by Nyquist
(1986), from which the content of Table 2.9 is taken.

Table 2.9
Static Load to Fracture by Sex and Age
Male

Female

_______~

Tibia:

233-310 Nm 180-182 Nm

bending
Femur:
torsion
Nm 136 Nm
axial compression

175
1.5 kN

7.1 kN

Age
20-39 years 70-79 years
Femur:
bending

Nm 184
234 Nm

Source: Various, collected by Nyquist (1986j

Figure 2.2 Age-related changes in bone mineral content
(Kleerekoper, Fedlkamp & Goldstein, 1986)
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Figure 2.3 Changes in bone strength with ageing
There have been many investigations of the femur under dynamic loading, with both short
(8-18 ms) and long (30-40 ms) loading times. Among these, the lowest axial compressive load
causing fracture appears to be4.4 kN and the highest without fracture 23.7k N . Often, dynamic
tolerance is higher than static. Rastogi and colleagues (1986) were able to estimate the load on
the femurin 14 of their 39 cases of fracture of the femur. This ranged from 8kN to 26 k N , with
amean of 18 k N .
Several complex criteria have been developed (but apparently not much used): the Fracture
Injury Criterion (Viano, 1977), Knee-Thigh-Hip Injury Criterion (Nyquist, 1982) and a time
dependant criterion (Lowne, 1982) Tolerance criteria for combined loads have not been
attempted.
Values for dynamic loading collected by Nyquist (1 982) include: for the femur intorsion 204
& 155 Nm (male); 131 & 118 Nm (female). Forthefemur in axial compression: 7.7 kN
(male), 7.11 kN (female), 6.2 and 8.7 kN, sex unspecified. In various tests the range for no
fracture was 3.67 to 11.54 k N , for one fracture in eight tests, 7.1 to 10 4 kN In tests with
volunteers, dynamic axial loads of 3.6 to 4.4 kN caused only minor knee pain.
The fracture threshold for the patella depends on the loading method. With moderate padding
to spread the load, the fracture level appears to exceed that of the femur. Theknee joint, when
impacted below the centre of rotation (with knee bent) sustained various fractures and ligament
tears at an average of 5.15kN (Viano, Culver, Haut, Melvin, Bender, Culver & Levine, 1978).
When theankle joint was loaded in the axis of the tibia and statically, the calcaneus fractured at
3.3 to 5.5 kN (Culver, 1984).
Inversion (the foot rotated inward) and eversion were found to be the main mechanism of ankle
joint injuries, at least in moderate collisions (Lestina, KuhLmann, Keats & Alley, i992). Dias
(1979) found rupture of the deltoid ligament (the complex of ligaments on the medial (in-side)
of the ankle) at 60 to 70 degrees of inversion.
LOWER LIMB
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The effect of dynamic loading, from below, on the ankle joint and leg, causing the foot to
rotate, was studiedby Begeman, Balakarishnan, Levine
and King (1993).They found thatpeak
axial loads and bending moments did not correlate withligamentous injury, but 60degrees of
eversion is the threshold forligamentous or malleolar injury (the normal rangeof motion is 27
degrees).
For fractures of the foot, thereare a number of possible mechanisms. According to Otte and
colleagues (1992), 10% came from jamming the foot in
compression between deformable
structures. Sixty-nine percentof fractured metatarsals came from supporting body loads. Most
fractures of the foot were induced
by deformation of the foot room.
2.5.2 Points of Contact

Generally, lowerlimb injuries areconsequences of direct contact with interior partsof the car,
either as a result of body or body part motion towards the contact point or intrusion of the
contacted area towards theoccupant, or both.
Regarding unrestrained occupants with severe lower limb injuries, Huelke, O'Day and States
(1982) examined(U.S.) National Crash Severity Study data for 1977/1978, referring to 14,491
occupants of 8,616 tow-away crashed cars. The distribution of contact areas is shown in
Table 2.10. Eleven percentof the 419 occupants with severelower limb injuries were ejectees.
Most of the injuries were incurredby drivers and front seat passengers. The back of the front
seat is the contact site for most thigh, knee and leg injuries in rear occupants, who seldom
sustain foodankle injuries.

Table 2.10
Frequency of Severe Lower Limb Injuries (AIS 3 or 4)
by Contact Points for Unrestrained Occupants
Thigh
Knee

Leg-

I

50 Inst. panel
35
Floor/footwell
Side
Steer ass'y
F/seat
Exterior
Misc
Unknown
Tntsl

45
3
10
14
6
2 2
3

11
94

2
4

1
5
47

6
7
1
7
4
6
9
90

Ankldfoot Unspec.
8
1
51
2
3
1
1
2
1
3
1
6
4
68
18

Total
139
62
13
20
15
9*
14
35
317

Source: Ilirelke et al (1982). Pelvic injuries omitted; * a l l ejectees

For more severe injuries (AIS 2 and above) Huelke and colleagues (1991) assessed contact
areas in frontal crashes from the NASS data bank, 1980-87. About 13% of occupants were
restrained. Their observations, for drivers and passengers, are shown in Table2.1 1
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Table 2.1 1
Contact Points forAIS 2 and 3 Injuries
Body Region
Contact Source

Thigh

Knee

%

Yo

Drivers:
Inst. panel
Steer ass'y
Side int.
Floorifootwell
Other

h+

67
12
10

Leg
%

Ankle/foot
%

8

89
4
2
1
5

53
1
3
37
7

4
1
1
92
2

(1 74)

(257)

(185)

(279)

84
9
2
5

96

76
4
14
6

25
6
69
0

3

Passengers:

Inst. panel
Side int.
Floorifootwell
Other

2
2

Source: Huelke et a1 (1991). Pelvic injuries omitted,

For restrained front seat surviving occupants, contact points are given by Pattimore, Ward,
Thomas and Bradford (1991), derived from the database of the U.K. Cooperative Crash Injury
Study, for tow-away vehicles less than six years old and with at least one injured occupant.
Contact points are shown in Table 2.7. Pedals are distinguished from the rest of the footwell
area.

Table 2.12
Frequency of Lower Limb Injuries
by Contact Points for Restrained Occupants

ass'y

Inst. panel
Footwell
Pedal
Steer ass'y
87%
Intrusion

Thigh
22
6
2
4

Knee
11

Leg
15

1
4
68%

23

33

AnMe/foot
1

3

78
57

3

78%

8356

Source: Pattimore et a1 (1991)

While the data for unrestrained and restrained occupants are not exactly comparable, there
appears to be a sizeablereduction (from 44% to 20%) in dash (instrument panel, facia) contact
in the restrained occupants. The high percentage of intrusions for all limb segment contacts in
the restrained series is notable.

2.6

INJURY MECHANISMS

While thereis good evidence on the biomechanical properties of bone and bony assemblies and
of contact points between limb segments and car interiors, the actual mechanisms of injury,
mainljr fracture, are to some extent inferential.
The simplest case is that of fracture of the shaft of the femur and it is reasonable to accept
States’ (1986) formulation of axial loading though the knee with or without a bending moment
caused by “penetration of the knee into the dash, slipping below the lower dash, or impaction of
the thigh against the steeringwheel or steering column...”. In his series of analysed cases, the
average delta Vs were 5 1.3 km/h for fracture
by axial load alone and 60.7 km/h with abending
moment.
Patellar fractures result fromload concentration on the surface of the patella. Although direct
contact with an unyielding surface causes fracture at loads as low as 2.49 to 3.11 kN, load
distributing padding muchincreases the tolerable load.Nyquist (1986) suggests that thisis the
more realistic loading condition. However, in a small series thoroughly investigated by States
(1986), the knee impacted stiff, unyielding structures such as steering column supports and
low-mounted radio equipment. Bowker (1991)recounts a case in which knee and leg fractures
were found to be caused by a brake pedal bracket in only the right-hand driver variant of a
particular model. The problem was caused by a modification to the facia.
Knee ligament and jointsurface injuries arecaused, according to States (1986), by knee
impacts with the lowerdash or more complex interactions between knee, dash and foot toepan
and /or pedals. A particular injury, to the cruciate ligament of the knee, is caused by loading
the proximal (top) end of the tibia, with the knee flexed, just below the joint (Haut, 1983;
Viano, 1978).
Again, according to States (1986), tibial shaftfractures are caused by axial loading because of
“knee-dashfixation” and rearward movement of the toepan coupled with torsionand/or
bending movement, as in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Mechanism o f tibia fracture (States, 1986)
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For a historical note, fracture of the talus by concentrated loading under thearch of the foot, by
the rudder bar in aircraft crashes, was described as long ago as 1919 by Anderson. Injury to the
ankle and foot are evidently related to the footwell and pedals, but the precise mechanisms are
not all established. Begeman and Prasad (1990), in cadaver studies, showed thatabrupt
dorsiflexion (bending the foot upwards) past 45 degrees, without eversion, caused malleolar
fractures and ligament avulsion.
Lestina and colleagues (1992), using data from tow-away crashes: found inversion or eversion
of the foot to be the fracture
mechanism for most injured bones (92 % of malleolar injuries).
Direct vertical force
was also a frequent mechanism. They did not find evidence of dorsiflexion
in contrast to the experimental results of Begeman and Prasad (1990). Begeman and others
(1993), using similar experimental procedures, found that malleolar fractures, stretched and
torn ligaments, a tibiaend fracture and a talus fracture werecaused by inversion or eversion of
the foot, indynamic loading, well past the normal limits of rotation.
Using computer simulation, Pilkey, Sieveka, Crandall and Klopp (1994) found that, under
conditions of driver braking there was a relation between foot position on the brake pedal and
the load transmitted to the heel of the braking foot. When the heel was on or close to the
toepan, the load was lower

It is possible to visualise these motions as resulting from eccentric location of the foot on a
pedal at the time
of loading, as the result of body inertia and/or pedal intrusion orunsymmetrical
footwell intrusion.
Kruger, Heuser, Kraemer and Schmitz (1994) describe means of measuring, volumetrically,
the footwellintrusion in an offset frontal crash. The intrusion is well connected with the loads
on the foot. The loads on the footvaried substantially between five different subcompact cars.
2.1

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE REVIEW

1.

Lower limb injuries are the source of substantial disability in surviving car occupant
casualties. Often the lower limb injury is the most severe one.

2.

Lower limb injuries occur predominantly, but not exclusively, in adults, in front seat
occupants and in frontal crashes.

3.

There aremany fractures of the leg, ankle and foot (i.e,, below the knee) and these tend to
occur in crashes at or below barrier test speeds. For t h ~ reason
s
it appears insufficient to
rely on the femuraxial compression load as the sole criterion for lower limb crash safety.

4.

Injury mechanisms for thgh and knee hjury appear to be well understood, but this is
rather less so for ankleifoot injuries, though recent work has thrown some light on this
topic.

5.

Intrusion of the contacted parts of the car interior is a major consideration for all lower
limb injuries.

6.

Use of seat belts seems to have made some reduction in the frequency of lower limb
injuries, mainly in those due to contacts with the dash. It is possible that improved
restraints coming into use may make some additional reductions. However, the injury
mechanisms to which unrestrained occupants are exposed must not be lost sight of, in
view of the percentage of unrestrained casualties even when surveyed wearing rates are
high.

3.

LOWER LIMB INJURYSTUDY

The project specification called for a thorough analysis of lower limb injuries to front seat
occupants in frontal crashes. As well as an injury and source of injury analysis, this study
included a description of “nzechanisn7sofinjury” not previously reported from these data.This
provided a detailed understanding of lower limb injuries from contacts with the instrument
panel, steering assembly and floor components. This analysis was intended to provide guidance to future occupant protection requirements covering lower limb injuries, that is, for
specifying performancerequirements for assessment by test dummies.
3.1

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

The main source of data in this analysis was the Crashed Vehicle File described earlier. A
method was developed for the detailed assessment of the extent of occupant injuries and the
vehicle damage for a sample
of passenger car crashes that occurred in urban and rural Victoria
between 1989-1992 where at least one of the vehicle’s occupants was either hospitalised or
killed. This database contained details on 501 crashes and 605 hospitalised or killed occupants
Of particular interest in this study were details on the 288 frontal collisions contained in this
database.
Asthestudywas
primarilyconcernedwithsecondarysafety
aspects ofthevehicle’s
crashworthiness performance, in-depth analysis at-the-scene was not attempted. The method
has been described in previous reports (Fildes et al, 1991, 1994) but is included here again for
completeness.
3.1.1 The Vehicle and Occupant Population

The population of crashed vehicles comprised post-1981 passenger cars and their derivatives
(station wagons, panel vans, etc) that were involved in a road crash in Victoria where at least
one occupant was severly injured and required admission to hospital. The breakdown of the
sample revealed 3% of the patients required medical treatment only (additional occupants),
82% wereadmitted for at leastone night, while 15% died either at the scene or laterin hospital
(details of cases where occupants died at-the-scene were kindly provided by the Coroner’s
office). Previous reports have demonstrated that the cases collected in this study using t h s
strategy were roughly representative of all serious injury cases in Victoria (Monash University
Accident Research Centre, 1992).
3.1.2 Procedure

The process was triggered by the admission of avehicle occupant at one of the eight Melbourne
and Metropolitan major traumahospitals which had agreed to participate in the study. Patients
werescreened by a research assistant (nurse) at each hospital for the type of crash and
suitability of thevehicle.These
patients were then asked whetherthey were willing to
participate in the study and signed an agreement form. Crash and patient injury details were
obtained from the patient’s medical record and from information obtained from the patient
during an interview. Permission was also sought to inspect the crashed vehicle. For cases
where the patientwas severely injured, permission was sought from amember of the patient’s
family. (See Attachment 1 for consent and occupant injury forms.)
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The crashed vehicle was subsequently located and an inspection crew dispatched to make the
necessary measurements and photographs of the extent of damage. Where a second vehicle
was involved, it was also located and briefly examined to complete the details required to
explain the damageand to calculate the impact velocity. Each case was fully documented and
coded into a computer database for subsequent analysis.
3.1.3 Calculation of Impact Velocity

Impact speed in this study was defined as the change in velocity from the moment of impact
calculated
until thestudy vehicle separated from its impacting source (delta-V). This value was
using the CRASH3program provided by the NationalHighway Traffic Safety Administration.
It should be noted that the delta-V
values computed are only estimates of impact velocity,based
on the extent of deformation and are therefore subject to error from the assumptions and
vehicle stiffnessvalues used in making these calculations. American stiffness values had to be
used in the calculations of delta-V vehicles
for
of the same size and mass, as local figureswere
not available. These errors could be reduced to some degree if appropriate stiffness values for
Australian vehicles were to
be provided by the localmanufacturers.
3.1.4 Selection Criteria

The inclusiodexclusion criteriaused in the study for determining the suitabilityof a crash are
described below. Using these inclusion/exclusion criteria, roughly one in twenty-five road
trauma attendances were suitable forinclusion in the study.

VEHICLE SUITABILITY: Any car or derivative with a Victorian registration number that
commenced with either a “B, C or D ’ or a personalized plate (this effectively included all
vehicles first registered during 1982 or later). Any vehicle found to be re-registered or
unsuitable wassubsequently excluded from the study. Four-wheel-drivevehicles of a standard
car design (eg, Subaru models or Toyota Tercel) were included as suitable vehicles. However,
the usual high clearance four-wheel drive vehicle configuration was not considered to be a
passenger car derivative and they were excluded from this study.

CRASH SUITABILITY: It is difficult interpreting occupant protection effects for vehicles
involved in multiple collisions (ie; whenimpacted by more than one vehicle or object, often in
different crash configurations). Because of the problems in determining which impact caused
which injury from which contact source, only single collisions were included. The impacted
object could have been either another car, a truck,or a movable or immovable object, including
roll-overs.

PATIENT SUITABILITY: Patient suitability consisted of any vehicle occupant who was
admitted to one of the participating hospitals from a suitable vehicle or collision. The patient
had to be defined as a recentroad accident victim (TAC, MCA or other hospital coding) rather
thanare-admissionfroma
previous crash. Patients could be conscious or unconscious;
fatalities and patients that subsequently died in hospital were also included. As noted earlier,
details of fatalities where the patientdied at the scene were provided directly by the Coroner’s
Office in Melbourne. In most cases it was not possible to obtain details on all occupants
involved in the collision. However, where the condition and circumstances of other injured
occupants could be obtained, these details were also collected. This included both adults and
children, While occupants are required by law to be belted in all vehcles, a number of them
nevertheless do not wear seat belts in cars. Hence, it was felt legitimate to include patients in
18
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the crashed vehicle sample who were both belted and unbelted so as not to bias the study and
overlook another setof problems for asubgroup of vehicle occupants mostat risk.
3.1.5 Hospital Participation Rates

Approval to approach and interview patients was obtained from the ethics committees ofjive
major traumahospitals in Victoriaand included the Alfred Hospital (and Trauma Centre), Box
HillHospital,Dandenong and District Hospital, Monash Medical Centre, and theAustin
Hospital(Spinal Unit). In addition, another three privatehospitalsto whom road trauma
patients from Dandenong were transferred,namely Knox Private, Dandenong Valley Private,
and South Eastern District Hospitals, also agreed to participate. This approval was subject to
obtaining the patient’s agreement to participate, as well as ensuring confidentiality of the
information collected.

On average, 100 patients were admitted each week across the eight study hospitals requiring
treatment from vehicle crashes. After applying selection criteria, approximately four patients
weekly were judged suitable
for inclusion in the study (non-acceptable patients included
pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists, and non-eligible vehicles). Refusal rates in the study
were extremely low (7 out of every 100 patients expressed a desire not to participate). A
reducing road toll over this
period meant that morecases were availableat the start, thanat the
end, of the study
3.1.6 Patient & Vehicle Assessment

The assessment and classification of injuries sustained by road trauma patients (including
injury severity judgements) requiresspecialised medical training and skills. Four State Registered Nurses (SRN’s) were employed by MUARC during the courseof this study as research
assistants to undertake these
duties and were extensively trained in the collectionof injury data
for research purposes and in making Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) assessments of injury
severity (Ozanne-Smith, 1989). A hospital proforma was developed to provide a standardised
format for the collection of the patient’s medical, vehicle, and crash information which was
trialled and modified prior tocommencement of its use in the project.
The assessment of the crashed vehicles is a critical task for accurately specifying vehicle
involvement in patient injuries and similar procedures have been undertaken in several other
centres in Australia and overseas. Information and discussion of inspection procedures was
undertaken by the authors during overseas visits and when overseas and local experts visited
MUARC (eg, Professor Murray Mackay, Dr Bob Campbell, Professor Kennerly Digges, and
Mr Tom Gibson).TheNational
Highway Traffic & Safety Administration @THTSA) in
Washington D.C. kindly provided the National Accident Sampling System’s (NASS) crash
inspection proforma (includingtraining and coding manuals) as well as the computer software
CRASH3 for computingDelta-V (see Attachment 2). Amechanical engineerwas employed to
undertake this task and given the necessary training in undertaking these inspections (see
Attachment 3 for full description of inspection process). When these site data were complete,
Delta-V impact velocity was calculated and the injury and vehicle damage information was
coded into a computer database for subsequent analysis The engineer’s assessments of injury
and vehicle component interactions were compared with judgements made by the project’s
consultant epidemiologist,Dr J.C. Lane, and Mr Tom Gibson of the N.S.W. Road and Traffic
Authority The inter-rater reliability for these judges was 70%.
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3.2

INJURY ANALYSIS

Independent variables of interest in thecrashed vehicle study included patient characteristics,
iqjuries sustained (including AIS severity), vehicle damage and extent of deformation, direction of principal force, severityof impact (delta-V), component and equipment failures, cabin
distortion and intrusions, useof restraints, and an assessment of the sourceof all injuries. The
use of the restraintwas important forthis study and the inspection method used has been shown
to be an objective and accurate means of making these assessments (Cromark, Schneider &
Blaisdell, 1990).
The dependent variables comprised crash and injury involvement rates per 100 vehicles or
patients relative to the population of crashes investigated in the follow-up study of crashed
vehicles. Interactions between injury and vehicle source were especially important comparisons in this study. Presentationof the results was confined to reporting percentagedifferences
in involvement and rank ordering of involvement ratesfor injuries perbody region and vehicle
components
3.2.1 Coding Injuries and Contacts

INJURIES: The National Accident Sampling System occupant injury classification system
allows injuries to be coded in terms of its body region, aspect of injury, lesion, system/organ
and severity (Abbreviated Injury Scale or AIS). This permits a very detailed analysis of the
type of injury and what caused it. In previous analyses, injury were recoded into a limited
number of body regions and other aspects were ignored. However, this lower limb analysis
demanded more scrutiny of these data and a new set ofparameters were required.
For lower limb injuries, there were.fuur specific injury regions available, namely ankle-foot,
knee, lower leg, and thigh. In addition,fuur lesion categories were of significant frequencyto
warrant closer attention (abrasion, contusion, fracture and laceration). Of the nine aspects of
injury available, left, right, anterior
and posterior were of primary interest, whilethree system/
organs namely integumentary (skin, tissue, etc), joints and skeletal were particularlynoteworthy for these injuries.

LN.TURY CONTACTSOURCE,!?: The NASS source of injury classification system allows for
scoringup to 82 specificvehicle components as points of contact. Again, tosimplify
presentation of the results for these cases, contacts were grouped into meaningful categories
for
lower limb injuries to front seat occupants. These categories included the steering wheel and
column, instrument panel, glove compartment, side panel, A-pillar, floor and toe pan, foor
controls, parking brake, ground and exterior, and add-on equipment. These categories were
determined from a frequency printout of all relevant contacts with a view towards arriving at
meaningful groupings of components.
3.2.2 Details of Lower Limb lnjuries

The final data base comprised details on 501 vehicles and 605 patients from crashes that
occurred in Victoria between the 1st April 1989 and the 31st July 1992. For the purposes of
this study,a subset of frontal crashes was selected, yielding 288 frontal crashes and 394 injured
occupants This subsetwasfurtherrefinedtoselect
only frontal crashes in whichany
occupants sustained lower limb injuries. This selection yielded 243 frontal crashes and 280
occupants with lower limb injuries. Thus, a substantial proportion (71%) of occupants injured
in frontal crashes sustained injuriesto the lower limbs. The breakdown of lower limb injured
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occupants by type of frontal crash showed that 23% of occupants were injured in full frontals,
29% in offset frontalsand 48% in oblique frontals.

REGION OF INJURY: Table 3.1 shows the region of injury by frontal crash confiaration.
Knees were the mostcommon areas injured among thelower limbs accounting for one-third of
all injuries to these regions. There were significant differences in the typeof injuries sustained
in frontal crash configurations: knees were particularly over-represented in full frontals, ankle/
foot in offset crashes, and the thigh in oblique crashes (x2=29.7, p<.005). Oblique crashes
resulted in more injuries generally than other types of frontals.

TYPE OF NJURY:

Table 3.2 shows the breakdown of injury types by frontal crash
configuration. Fractures accounted for more than one-quarter of all injuries sustained in these
crashes and a somewhat surprising 88% of occupants sustained a lower limb fracture of some
sort. Fractures and lacerations were more common in offset crashes, abrasions in full frontals
and obliques, and contusions in oblique angled front crashes (x2=11.8, p<.lO).

INJURY SEVERZTE Table 3.3 shows the breakdown of injury severity by frontal crash
configuration. Of particular interest, 60% of these injuries were classified as minor (AIS 1)
and only 15% were serious or severe injuries (AIS 3 or more). There were no significant
differences in injury severity across the three different frontal crash types (x2=2.7, p>. 10).

Table 3.1
Region of Injury by Frontal Crash Configuration

Region of Lower
Limb Injury

Full frontal

Offset

Oblique

Total

n=61, p=?O

n=74,p=85

n=lOB.p=125

n=243. p=280

FREQ

Ankleifoot
Lower leg
Knee
Thigh
Total
NB-

(“YO)

FREQ

50
(71)
55
(79)
(111)
(130) 91
(27) 19 (52)

(%)

84

(99)

71

(84)

94
44
293 215

(“YO)
FREQ
222
88
(70)
(99) 124 (89) 250
311
126
(100)
158
95
(76)
433
941

FREQ

(“YO)
(79)

(111)
(56)

Miultiple Injuries were allowed in thls analvsis to ensure that all mnJunes were recorded This means
that the fatal number ofinjuries wasmore than the total number ofpatients (average of 3.1 mjuries
perpatieno
n=the number of crashedvehicles in n?hich someone sustained alower limb i n j q of any severity,
p=numher ofinjured occupants. Percentages = no. of injuriesho. oJinjured occupants.
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Table 3.2
Type of Injury by Frontal Crash Configuration

Region of Lower
Limb Injury

I

I

Full
frontal

Oblique

Offset

NB:

Total

I

LEQ
Abrasion
Contusion
Fracture
Laceration
Total

I

46
(71)
(74) 52
(66) 46
194

("YO)

I

FREQ

("h)

(66)
(52)

44
(66)
50 (107) 91

83
(62) 173
147
(118) (103)
288
(102) 87 (88) 110 (88) 249
(68) 72 58 (58) (63) 176
412
886

280

Multiple injuries were allowed in this analysis to ensure that all injuries were recorded. This means
that fhetotal number of injuries was more than the total numberofpatients (average of 3.4 injuries
perpatienij.
n = no. of crashed vehicles in which someone sustained a lower limb injury of anyseverity;
p = no. of injured occupants. Percentages = no. of injuries/no. of injured occupants.

Table 3.3
Severity of Injury by Frontal Crash Configuration

Lower Limb Injury
Severity

Full frontal

Offset

Oblique

Total

n=61, p=70

n=74,p=85

n=108, p=125

n=243, p=280

FREQ
(183)128
Minor (AIS 1)
Moderate (AIS 2) (83) 58
32
Serious (AIS 3)
nil
Severe (AIS 4)
218
Total
NB:

22

("h)

FREQ
(200)
170
79

(55)
(46)

47

(0)

1
297

(%)
FREQ
(%)
("h) FREQ
(205)
573
(220)
275
99
(79) (84) 236
(93)
72
(58) (54) 151
nil (0)
(0.5)
1
(1)
886 4 12

Multiple injuries were allowed in this analysis to ensure that all injuries were recorded. This means
that thetotal number of injuries was more than the total numberofpatients (average of 3.4 injuries
perpatientj.
n = no. of crashed vehicles inwhich someone sustained a lower limb injury of any severify;
p = no. of injured occupants. Percentages = no. of injuriesho.of injured occupants.
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Table 3.4
Type of Injury by Region of Injury in Frontal Crashes
Ankle
LawerLimbLesion

I

n=103.p=115

Contusion

81

Fracture
Laceration

96

Total
NB:

13
201

I

(70)
(83)

(11)

Leg
n=ll%.p=l29

59
81

4s

(49
(63)
(35)

244

1

Knee
n=l45. p=160

X0
31

96
285

(50)
(19)
(60)

I

Thigh
n=85, p=95

59
57
19
152

(62)
(60)
(20)

I
I

Total

279
265

173
882

Multiple injuries were allowed in this ana!vsis to enswe ihat ail iiljuries were recorded. This mearls
that the toial number o-f injuries was more t h m the rota1 nurnber ofpahenn (average of3.4 illjuries
perpatient).
n = no. ofcrahed vehicles in which sonreone sustained a lower limb i y u c v ofany sever;$;
p = 110 ofinjured occupants Percentages = no. ofinjuriesho. o f Injured ocapnnts

TYPE OF INJURY AND REGION: The combination of type of injury and region was of
particular interest in this analysis. Table 3.4 shows the distribution of lower limb injuries by
injury lesion across all frontal crashes. The six most common injury/lesions were

-

fractures to the ankle/foot (83%),
contusions to the ankleifoot (70%),
fractures to the lower leg (63%),
contusion tothe thigh (62%);
fracture to the thigh (60%), and
lacerations to the knee(60%).

For moderate or serious injuries only (AIS 2 or above), fractures to the ankldfoot, lower leg
and thigh all rated rather high and warrant closer attention

SYSTEM/URGARiS: The three systemiorgans that were noteworthy among lower limbs are
broken down by frontal crash type and are shown in Table 3 5. Two-thirds of all injuries were
integumentary (of skin, tissue, etc), more than a quarter were skeletal, whileonly 6% involved
the knee or ankle joints. Injuries to the joints appeared to be a particular problem (ie; more
over-represented) in full frontal crashes (y.2=9.0, p=.05).
3.2.3 Source of Lower Limb Injury

As noted earlier, the various sources of lower limb injuries were grouped into 12 categories
based on their frequency of occurence and interest The breakdown of contact source by
frontal crash type is shown in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.5
SystemlOrgan by Frontal Crash Configuration

Lower Limb
SystemlOrgan

Integumentary
Joints
Skeletal
Total
lVB:

Full frontal

Offset

Oblique

Total

n=6I, p=70

n=74.p=85

n=108, p=125

n=243. p=280

FREQ
(195)
137
(30) 21
60
21s

(“h)

FREQ
16

(65)

85

FREQ
(226)
634
55
(1 9)
18
(14)
267
(75) (65) 122
956
444 294

FREQ
(“A)
(227)
193
(243)
304

(“A)

(“A)

(20)
(95)

Multiple injuries were allowed in this analysis to ensure that all injuries were recorded. This means
that the total number of injuries was more than the total number ofpatients (average of 3.4 injuries
perpatientj
n = no. oJcrashed vehicles in which someone sustained a lower limb injury of an.v severity;
p = no. @‘injured occupants. Percentages = no. of injuries/no. of injured occupants.

Table 3.6
Injury Source by Frontal Crash Configuration

Lower LimbInjury
Source

Full frontal

Offset

Total

n=61,p=70

n=74,p=85

n=243, p=280

Steering wheel
12
Steering Column
(151)
106
Instrument Panel
6
Glove Compartment
0
Side Panel
0
A-Pillar
(69) 480
Floor & Toe Pan
5
Foot Controls
1
Parking Brake
7
Ground & Exterior
0
OtheriUnknown
189
Total
NB:

24

(17)
(9)

12
(154)131
5

7
(2)
2
(107) 91
5
(7)
(1 1
(7)

0
6
0

(14)
(6)
(8)

(6)
(7)

263

926

Multiple injuries were allowed in this analvsis to ensure that all injuries were recorded. This means
that the total number ofinjuries was more than the total numberofpatients (average of 3.4 injuries
perpatieng.
n = no. of crashed vehicles inwhich someone sustained a lower limb injuryof any severity;
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Table 3.7
Body RegionlContact Source Analysis forAll and Severe (AIS 5 2)
Lower Limb Injuries for 243Front Seat Occupants in Frontal Crashes

Thlgh

Knee

Leg

Lower

TOTAL

Steering

lumn

1

Steering 17

1

1
(1)

panel

(5)
partment

(2)

(2)

(4)

(26)

(2)

(1)

85

33

(5)

(16)

1

1

Glove

4

Side

5 17

I1

(1)

(4)

1

2

A-Pillar
(1)

Floor h Toe Pan

Foot Controls

Ground & Exterior

174

6

'

,

(5)

3

(2)

(1)
71

23

(9)

(14)

(23)

8

1

9

1

2

2

Parking

I

7

15

56

Instrument

6

5

Otherlunknown

85

91

2

2

2

2

11

2

1

4

7

96

108

62
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ERRATUM SHEET
Federal Office of Road Safety Report CR 137 October 1994.
LOWER LIMB INJURIES TO PASSENGER CAR OCCUPANTS

Table 3.8 on page 26 of the above report is incorrect.

The correct version is below.

TABLE 3.8
Body Region/Contact Source Analysis for Lower Limb Fractures
for 243 Front Seat Occupants in Frontal Crashes
Contact Source

Steering Wheel
Steering Column
Instrument panel
Glove Compartment
Side Panel
A-Pillar
Floor & Toe Pan
Foot Controls

Parking Brake
Ground & Exterior

Add-On Equipment
Other/unknown

Figures show the lower 1mb fracture by source of contact rates per 100 Injured occupants.

The wrong Table was inadvertently inserted into the document. These changes to the Table
in no way affect the description of the results or the discussion or conclusions of the study.

TYPE OF NJURY BY SOURCE: Table 3.7 shows the injury by source analysis for lower
limb injuries sustained by front seat occupants in frontal crashes for all and severe (.AIS>2)
injuries. For all injuries, the six most important injuryisource combinations included:
*

kneewiththe instrument panel (88%),
ankldfoot with floor and toe pan (649/0),
lower leg with instrument panel (55%),
thigh with instrument panel (30%), and

*

lower leg with floor and toe pan (210/0), and

knee with steeringcolumn (15%).
For severe (AIS>2) injuries only, the most noteworthy combinations were:

-

*

-

thigh with the instrument panel (16%),
lower leg with the floor and toe pan (14%),
ankleifoot with the floor and toe pan (9%),
lower leg with the instrument panel (5%); and
knee with the instrument
panel (5%).

Table 3.8 further shows the injury and source analysis for only fractures to the lower limbs
where the most noteworthy
combinations were:
*

ankleifoot with the floor and toe pan (38%),

*

lower leg with the floor and toe pan (19?$),

-

*

thigh with the instrument panel (16%),
lower leg with the instrument panel (9%),
knee with the instrument panel (6%), and
knee with thesteering column (6%)

3.2.4 Injury & Source Summary

These results show that injuries to the lower limbs can occur from impacts involving full
frontals,offsetfrontals and obliquefrontal crash types While many oftheseinjuriesare
relatively minor involving skin and soft tissue injury, a sizable proportion did involve more
serious injury to the skeleton and joints Fractures to the lower limbs were particularly noted
involving contacts with the floor and toe pan and the instrument panel. The most common
injury-source combinations for fractures thatshould be emphasised when determining mechanisms of injury were
ankle/foot with the floor and toe pan
lower leg with the floor and toe pan
thigh with the instrument panel
lower leg with theinstrument panel
knee with the
instrument panel
knee with thesteering column
LOWER
LIhlB INJURIES
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3.3

MECHANISM OF LOWER LIMB FRACTURES

The data collection procedure did not include a routine mechanismof injury assessment.
However, Wenzel(l992) had previously developed such an assessment from a re-analysis of a
restricted set of these cases in determining the mechanismof seatbelt injuries from a previous
study. This procedure requiredamore detailed examination of the case details contained in the
original files and supplementing these data with additional information obtained from the
hospital records. Of particular interest were the X-ray photographs, radiologists’ reports,
surgical notes and incidental details recorded in the patient’s medical file. This information
was then suffkient to arrive at meaningful and useful judgements of the mechanism of lower
limb fracture. A similar process to that used by Wenzel (1992) was adopted in this study.
3.3.1 Mechanism of Injury Categories

Conducting mechanism of injury analysis can be an unweildy task if not focussed on a limited
but sufficent number of restricted mechanism categories. The following categories of mechanisms and direction of injury were adopted in this study andeach significant injury was
ascribed three possible mechanisms.

MECHANISM
CODE
01
02
03
04
05
06
11
12
13

Axial compression
Axial tension
Perpendicular loading
Torsion
Shearing
Crushing
Leg twist (looking down)
twist
Foot
(towards toes)
Ankle twist (thru’ foot)

DmCTION
nil
nil
mediaUlatera1
+ve/-ve (c’wise/antic’wise)
nil
nil
+ve/-ve (c’wise/antic’wise)
+ve/-ve (inversiodeversion)
+ve/-ve (planaflexion/dorsiflexion)

A summary formatof lower limb injury was developed for each case which required a detailed
assessment of the likely injury forces from which up to three mechanisms of injury could be
ascribed. A sample summary sheetformat. is included as Attachment 4 to this report
3.3.2 Procedure

The six most commonlower limb injury-source combinations listed earlier were the basis for
mechanism of injury assessment. The relevant case numbers containing these injuries were
extracted fromthedatabase and theoriginal treating hospital was approached requesting
approval toobtainthisextrainformation.
Ethics committee approval was subsequently
provided by the Alfred, Box Hill and Dandenong and District Hospitals for the study which
constituted the bulk of thesecases. There were anumber of fatal cases where the occupant had
also sustained fractures to the lower limbs, although rarely the cause of death. As the same
degree of detailed information was notusually available on lower limb injury for these cases,
they were subsequently excluded from this analysis.
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Armed with the original case details, the researchers visited the treating hospital and extracted
the necessary additional mechanism of injury information. X-rays were soughtwhen available
and photographed although in most cases, the radiologists' and surgeons' summaries were
sufficient for these purposes. Hospital case notes provide a rich source of information for
determining the mechanism of lower limb injury (some cases, however. were clearly more
definitive than others). A summary package was compiled for each lower limb injury case and
these can be found in a supplementary volume to this report.
The final stage in the process was to assess the mechanism of injury for each case. An expert
panel was formed for this process containing a biomechanical engineer, an epidemiologist, a
traumasurgeon, and membersof the crashed vehicle file research team. Eachcasewas
presented and discussed until a consensus view was reached about the mechanism of injury
Towards the latter stage, cases were initially ascribed mechanism of injury by the researc.hteam
and then circulated to the expert panel for confirmation or subsequent discussion In all cases,
the fmal judgements wereunanimously agreed to by the panel
3.3.3 Mechanism of Injury Results

There were 156 eligible lower limb fracture cases in the database, although some cases
contained more than one fracture and occasionally, more than one injury-source combination.
Overall, 63% of the eligible cases were re-examined for mechanism of injury assessment and
this varied from 47% for lower leg by instrument panel fractures to 79% knee by steering
column injuries. Reasons for non-examination were predominantly fatal cases. Approximately 10 cases seemed to yield a complete and relatively stable pattern of results for each
particular injury-source combination.
The mechanism of injury findings are shown in Table 3.9 The most common mechanism was
compression, followed by perpendicular loading, crushing and foot twisting These frequencies were very much dependent upon the particular injury-source fracture combination. For
fractures ofthe lower leg and thigh, compression was an even more predominant mechanism of
injury,occurringin
roughly two-thirds of these cases. Perpendicular loadingwasmore
commonly associated with knee injuries from contacts with the instrument panel and steering
column while crushing and foot twisting was most frequent among fractures to the ankle and
foot from contacts with the floorand toepan.
3.3.4 Direction of Fracture Mechanism

The direction of the forceleading to a lower limb fracture (where relevant) was also recorded
and analysed. As noted earlier, it was not always possible (or meaningful) to have a direction
of force assessment for eachmechanism (ie; compression was direction neutral) The direction
of injury mechanism results are listed in Table 3.10. These findings are
reported for each of the
six major injury-source fracture combinations of special interest in this analysis There was no
point in summarising these fmdings forall fractures as the results would be meaningless
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Table 3.9
Mechanism of Lower Limb Fracture for Front Seat Occupants (N=99)

compression

31 %

62%

62%

60%

20%

17%

42%

5%

24%

24%

30%

80%

83%

25%

5%

4%

tension
perp. loadlng

I

torslon

1

shearlng

7%

I

crushing

31 %

foot tWlSt

25%

ankle t w i s t

2%

i%

I

5%

10%

10%

i3%

1%

Table 3.10
Direction Findings for Lower Limb Fractures
Lower Lea from InrttumentPanel

AnhleFootFmctures from Floor and Toepan
70% notappllcable
27% 12 foot tmst

-

1 3 - ankletmst

3%

eversion (-"e)
inversion we1
dorsifledon
plantadexon

400/
609

1W
09

24%

not applicable
0 3 - perpendlcular
loading

10%

04-torsion

14%

0%
103%

0%
103%

50%
50%

Knee from Steerins Wheel

not applicable
0 3 - perpendicular
loading
lateral
04- torson

04- tormn

0%

103%

103% not applicable
lateral
medm
p0Slti"e
negative

Thigh from InrrrumentPanel

65%
21%

10%

lateral
medial
positive
negahve

Knee from InstrumentPanel

L o w , Leq from Floor and Toepan
66%

60% notappllcable
30% 03 - perpendicular
loading

33%

medial
positive
negahve

92% not applicable
8% 03 perpendicular
loading
lateral

67%
75%
25%

100%

~

medial

0%

3.3.5 Implications for Instrumentation

These findings can be interpreted in terms of the instrumenting needs for crash test dummies
able to record these injuries. The most common mechanisms identified in this study were
compression and perpendicular loading for the thigh,
lower leg and knee, and crushing and foot
twisting for the ankle and foot. Instrumentation options to record these injuries comprise strain
gauges on the femur, lower leg and the foot, and load cells on the knee and foot. A deformable
foot might be another option formeasuring foot crush. Strain gauges on the ankle wouldalso
permit measurement of twisting and shearing of the ankldfoot as well as supplementing other
injurious foot measurements.
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While instrumenting dummies is an important first step to minimising lower limb fractures.
ultimately, performance criteria for lower limb dummy instrumentation will also be required
for regulation aimed at reducing these serious and disabling injuries. This study, however, was
only able to specify recording mechanisms from real world data and thus more detailed
biomechanical experimentation is still required to determine acceptable performance levels
increased for occupant protection.
3.4

OTHER ASPECTS OF LOWER LIlclB INJURIES

While the main focus of t h s study was on lower limb injuries and their mechanisms, several
other vehicleand crash related factors werehighlighted in theliterature review that werelikely
to be of interest in this study too The final analaysis, therefore, compared the characteristics of
this sub-set of lower limb fracture injuries with similar characteristics from all frontalcrashes.
It should be remembered that lower limb fractures occurred in roughly one-third of the frontal
crashes observed in this study. While differences between those who did and did not sustain a
lower leg injury might seem more relevant for this comparison, this was notattempted because
of the multiplenumber of injuries sustained by these people and the likely biases that thislower
limb separation procedure might introduce. Thus, any differences foundhere would be
expected to be conservative
3.4.1 Estimated Impact Velocity

The estimated delta-V distribution of the lower limb fracture sample was compared with the
overall frontal distribution in Table 3 11

Table 3.11
Delta4 Distributions for All Frontal Injuries
and Those Involving Fractured Lower Limbs
Distrihutinn
Modal value
Mean delta-\.’
Standard deviation
Minimum value
Maximum value

All Tniuries
42 - 48 kmlh
53 kmih
22 7 kmih
9 kmlh
l00+ km/h

Lower Limb Fractures
55 - 60 kmlh
56 kmih
23.5 kmlh
19 kmlh
100+ km/h

The mean delta-V and modal value was slightly higher for the lower limb fracture group than
the total all injury sample, although there was very little difference in their respective standard
deviations. Moreover, the minimum delta-V estimate was 10 kmih greater for the lower limb
injury sub-group, confirming these fractures do tend to happen at more severe impactspeeds.
The percent of fractured limb cases was also compared with the change of velocity on impact
(delta-V), shown in Figure 3.1. This cumulative plot shows that 50% of these cases had a deltaV value of approximately 50kmih or less and 8076, a delta-V of 70kmih or less. The relationship between delta-V and the number of fractures per fractured lower limb case was further
examined in Figure 3 2. This shows that the number of lower limb fractures per case is
positively correlated with impact velocity (the faster the impact velocity, thehisherthe
likelihood of multiple lower limb fractures to these front seat occupants)

LOWRLIMBINJURIES
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CAR OCCUPANTS3 1

VELOCITY CHANGE ON IMPACT (kmlh)

Figure 3.1 Cumulative percentage o f lower limb injury cases by delta4

Figure 3.2 Relationship between delta-V
and the number of fractures for each fractured lower limb case
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3.4.2 Effect of VehicleSize

The effect of the size of the occupant’s vehicle was compared for the sample of lower limb
fractures and thetotal frontal injured population and is shown in Table 3 12 below. The
likelihood of a lower limb fracture compared to all frontal crash injuries was clearly much
greater for occupants in very small and compact cars.

Table 3.12
Size of the Occupant’s Vehiclein Frontal Crashes
for All Injuries and Lower Limb Fractures
Vehicle Size

AI1 Injuries

Lower Limb Fractures

5?4
2 5?io
4 0%
28%

996
230%
59%
Eo/,
1%

Mini (<750kg)
Small (750-1000kgj
Compact (1001-1250kg)
Intermediate (1251-1500 kg)
Large (>I500 kg)

2%

3.4.3 Occupant Characteristics

The age and sex distribution of the lower limb fracture group compared to all injured in frontal
crashes is illustrated in Table 3.13. While there was a slightly greater tendency for females to
sustain a lower limb fracture compared to all injuries, there were no clear differences for any
age group between lower limb fractures andall injuries. While this might seem a little
surprising given the general frailty of ageing, it is clear that any predisposition to lower limb
fracture is somewhat irrelevant for front seatoccupants in relatively severe frontal crashes.

Table 3.13
Age and Sex of the Occupant SustainingAll Injuries
and Lower Limb Fractures in Frontal Crashes
Occupant

Sex:
Male
Female
Age:
<17 years
17-35 years
26-55 years
56-75 years
>75 years

All Injuries Lower Limb Fractures
46%
54%

4OYo

8%
27%

-0,

47%
15%
3%

60%
3

/o

3 0%
48%
16%
3 96

3.4.4 Lower Limb Fractures & Seat Belt Use

Lower limb fractures for
restrained occupants are shown in Table 3.14. Seat belt wearing rates
for those sustainingalower limb fracture were lower than infrontal crashes in general,
suggesting that unrestrained occupants are more susceptible to lower limb fracture. This was
especially so for fractures of the thigh.

Table 3.14
Lower Limb Fractures by Seat Belt Use for Front Seat Occupants
Restrained occupants in all frontal crashes

83 %

Restrained occupants wherea lower limb injury was sustained

78%

Restrained occupants by ankle-foot82%
fracture
Restrained occupants by lower
fracture
82%leg
Restrained occupants by knee
80%
fracture
Restrained occupants
fracture
by thigh
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74%

4.

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS

This study set out toexamine the pattern of lower limb injuries to occupants of cars involved in
frontal crashes and the mechanisms of injury for the more severe ones. This was to illustrate the
types of lower limb injuries sustained by occupants of modern passenger cars in head-on
collisions and to give guidance to future efforts aimed at reducing these disabling, painful and
costly injuries. There are a number of aspects of the results presented in the previous Chapter
that need to be discussed.
4.1 THE IMPORTANCE

OF LOWER LIMB INJURES

The literature review clearly demonstrates that lower limb injuries are of major concern today
in vehicle crashes on the road. While not necessarily life threatening, these injuries are of
substantial frequency in road crashes, they do cause considerable pain and suffering to the
individuals involved, some lower limb injuries have a propensity to on-going disability after
recovery, and they can be extremely costly to society in terms of treatment, rehabilitation and
loss of earning compensation costs.
States (1986) reported that the most common cause of lower limb injury in society was from
car crashes and that fractures were especially noteworthy. To date, currentfrontalcrash
performance regulations whichset acceptable lower limb injury criteria, such as the US
standard FMVSS 208 and the Australian ADR 69, concentrate only on specifying a femur load
requirement. The results of this study clearly demonstrate that there are many other types of
lower limb injury of equal or greater incidence and severity that are notconsidered by current
crash performance standards. In particular, fractures to the ankle, foot, lower legs and knees do
not receive any consideration by present standards yet are frequent injuries in crashes of
relatively modest severity.
Current efforts to address lower limb injury by the development of a more sensitive test dummy
and the specification of a more comprehensive set of lower limb injury criteria are clearly
warranted by the findings reported here.
4.2LOWER

LIMB INJURIES

4.2.1 Types of Injuries

The majority of lower limb injuries sustained by front seat occupants in frontal crashes of most
concern were fractures to the thigh, knee, lower leg or foot. These injuries occurred in 88% of
the cases examined where the occupant was hospitalised or killed. This relatively high rate of
involvement probably reflects the injury entrance criterion, although it might also reflect a high
likelihood of sustaining severe injury for occupants who injure their lower limbs in these
relatively severe head-on collisions. The reasons why a more severe outcome was found for
oblique crashes is not clear as it was expected that offsets would have resulted in the most
severe outcomes. This might simply reflect anomalies in the way the three different crash
configurations were coded and analysed in thisstudy, rather than any substantive finding.
Fractures to the ankle/foot and lower leg werebetween one and a half and two times as frequent
as thigh fractures in this sample of frontal crashes. Skeletal injury occurred in 65% of these
crashes where an occupant was either hospitalised or killed. Severe injury (AIS 3 ) was judged
in roughly one-third of all these lower limb injuries, in spite of the fact that over 80% of all
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occupants sustaining a lower limb injury were properly restrained during their crash. There
were no marked age or sex effects inthese findings which suggests thatany frailty effects are
more than offsetby a high likelihoodof severe outcome.
There is some divergencein these results with overseas findings, mainly those from theUnited
of thigh
States of America. Huelke, O’Day and States (1982) reported a much higher incidence
than other lowerlimb fractures in frontal collisions than whatwas found here However, these
were mainly among unrestrained occupantsand from a an earlier generation of vehicles. In a
more recent UK study, Pattimore,Ward, Thomas and Bradford (1991) reportedsimilar
proportions of skeletal injuries and injuries below the knee for restrained occupants in crashes
as were found here. Dalmotas (1
980) also reported a higher propensity
for knee, leg, ankle and
foot fractures in Canadian
crashes around the regulation testspeed of 48 km/h for barrier crash
performance assessment
It is likely, therefore, that theresults reported in this study are typical of the findings expected
from a highly restrained motoring population. The fact that there are a sizeable number of
these severe lower limb injuries at crash speeds at or below regulation levels shows there is
considerable scope still for further occupant
protection improvement.
4.2.2 The Relationship withlmpact Speed

The distribution of delta-V values among these lower limb injury cases was 3 km/h higher than
in all frontals involving front seatpassengers. In addition, there were no lower limb fractures
reported below 19 kmih. These fmdingssuggests that lower limb injury (especially lower limb
fractures) are more frequent at higher impact speeds There was a strong positive relationship
observed between the numberof fractures sustained by each occupant and the impactspeed of
the vehicle. A speed-incidence relationship was reported by Rastogi and colleagues (1986) for
the incidence of fracture, but the positive correlation between impact speed and number of
lower limb fractures per occupant has not been reported elsewhere.

The relationship reported in the previousChapter between lower limb fracture injuryand deltaV showed that an impact speed of 48 k m h or less (as specified in the new ADR 69/00)
accounted for approximately 50% of the front seat occupant lower limb fractures observed in
this sample of real world frontalcrashes. Seventy to eighty percentof fractures had a delta-V
of 60 to 70 km/h and below. The likelihood of a lower limb fracture by impact velocitywas not
computed here but could be in terms of increased risk for restrained and unrestrained occupants. A 48 kmih impact speed requirement in a frontal crash test, therefore, wouldseem to be
an adequate level for specifying lower limb injury tolerances, although a higher impactspeed
would clearly be amore rigorous criterion.
4.2.3 Injury Sources

Sources of lower limb injury to occupants in frontal crashes mainly comprised the instrument
panel, floor and toepan and the steering column. Theside panel, too, was a frequent sourceof
injury in oblique frontal crashes. Foot controls were only involved in 10% of the injuries
described here, although it was difficult to assess the role of pedals in lower limb injuries
retrospectively. It had been hoped to examine the relation between fracture and intrusion or
deformation but this proved to be
too difficult to achieve. Besides, it would have beenonly of
marginal benefitas most of the cases observed in the attachment case summary volume clearly
show that these injuries almost
always involved intrusion of some kind.
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The injuryby contact source results were agam most illuminating and revealed 6 injury-source
fracture combinations common in these crashes. hkleifoot fractures from contact with the
floor and toepan were most common and twice as frequent as the next injury-source combination (lower leg with the floor and toepan). Thigh fractures from the instrument panel (the
interaction most likely covered by current standards) was third most common. but less than half
as frequent as the foremost combination. Interestingly, the studies by Huelke et a1 (1982) and
Pattimore et a1 (1991) also reported that ankle and foot injuries from contacts with the floor was
the most frequent lower limb injury event in their separate studies of essentially unrestrained
and restrained occupants.
The incidence levels of the latter UK study were closer to those found here, especially when
combining ankle/foot injuries from the floor and the pedals. This was to be expected given
similar levels of restraint wearing and current generation vehicles As noted above, it was
difficult in this study to assign pedal as a source of injury after the event as it was not always
clear that the occupant (driver) had his or her foot on the pedals at the time of collision and, in
many instances, they could not recall their precise foot position at the time of the collision. It
was more meaningful to examine the incidence of the pedals as a source of injury from the
mechanism of injury analysis where a more detailed examination of each of the cases was
undertaken, involving bothinspection details and medical and surgical reports on the injury and
its causes. This is discussed further in the next section of this report
4.3

MECHANISMS OF LOWER LIMB INJURY

As well as identifying the type and sources of lower limb injuries inside the vehicle, this study
set out toexamine the mechanisms of lower limb fractures during the crash. To facilitate this,
each lower limb injury case had to be re-examined using the full set of data available in each
occupant’s medical file, radiology reports and x-rays and a panel of medical, biomechanical
and research experts to arrive at a consensus view about injury processes. A similar study had
been conducted previously by Wenzel (1992) and his procedure was adopted and expanded
upon in this study. Mechanism of injury assessments were confined to the six most common
injury by contact source interactions to emphasise priority injury causations.
The most common mechanism of lower limb fracture was clearly compression and this was
particularly evident in lower leg and thigh fractures. Perpendicular loading of the lower limb
skeleton occurred in roughly one-quarter of these cases but was the major mechanism in all
knee fractures. Crushing and twisting of the foot caused fracture on between 25 and 30% of
these cases and many of these involved multiple fractures of these complicated boney structures These three mechanisms should be highest priority for future efforts aimed at reducing
lower limb fractures for front seatoccupants in frontal crashes.
States (1986) reported that “axial loading” or compression forces resulting from knee contact
with the dash and floor intrusions resulted in tibial shaft fracture. The results observed here
show that this type of fracture was relatively frequent. However, FMVSS 208 (and the new
ADR 69/00) only specify maximum compressive loads of the femur. This mechanism was
only the third most common form of lower limb fracture and, clearly, reveals a need for at least
an additional tibia load criterion.
It should be stressed that fractures of the ankle and foot from contact with the floor and toepan
were the most common lower limb fracture observed in this study. Yet, there appear to have
been very few previous investigations of these injuries and their mechanisms from the literature
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uncovered during this review. Lestina
and his colleagues in 1992 did report that both inversion
and eversion as well as dorsiflexion of the foot were common fracture mechanisms in these
extreme lower limb injuries.The results found inthis study seem to confirm these findings. In
addition, they point to the complex nature of these fractures and the need for instruments
sensitive to arange of foot and ankle movements as a pre-requisite for future lower
limb injury
prevention.

As well as more sensitive dummies capable of measuring these foot and ankle injuries, an
injury criterion toois clearly needed to specify acceptable levels of loading to these regions.
As
many of these injuries were associated with floor and toepan intrusions, it would be expected
that these additional criteria would ultimately lead to design improvements of the floor and
toepan area to reduce the number and extent of these intrusions and deformations. Studies,
such as those reportedby Viano (1977), Lowne (1982) and Nyquist (1986), would be sufficient
for providing the biomechanical data
for setting these tolerance criteria.
4.3.1 The Role of the Pedals

One of the most vexingaspects of this study was the inabilityto specify accurately the roleof
the foot pedalsin causing fractures to the ankle
and foot for driversinvolved in frontal crashes.
This was becauseof the retrospective nature
of these investigations, and the fact that occupants
were often out of their cars when rescuers arrived at the scene, furthermore, most occupants
could not recall withany degree of accuracy the precise circumstances that existed at the time
of collision becauseof the overwhelming influence
of road crashes on memory Yet, the pedals
would seem to be a potential source of considerable lower limb trauma for drivers in these
frontal crashes.
These data showed that footcontrols were associated with only 8% of lower limb injuries (1 2%
of drivers' lower limb injuries, not reported here)and mainly involving injury to the ankle or
feet. For the reasonsexpressed above, itis likely that these figures are conservative. There are
two aspects of these findings thatare relevant for lowerlimb injury prevention First, it raises a
need for additionaleffort aimedat reducingthe ankle-foot injury potential of thesefoot
controls. How this might beachieved is unclear at this time but innovative solutions would
be
necessary to reduce the likelihood of these painful, crippling and expensive injuries. Some
form of break-away pedal design or possibly a more substantive pedal design mightbe
required, ensuring of course that theydo not interfere withnormal driving operations. A more
radical suggestion might be
to replace some or all foot pedals with stork
controls, although this
needs to consider vehicle control implications
and injury trade-offs.
The second aspect of pedals and lower limb injury relates to the need (choice) for future
regulations to specify driver
dummy positions for the lower
limbs and feet in test configuration.
If driver dummies were to be required to have their feet located on the pedals, it raises
questions of validity (whether it should be one or two feet and which feet as there are many
situationswheredrivers brake and/oraccelerate into acrash).Moreover,having
the feet
attached to the pedals would have implications for the types of injuries sustained and acceptable tolerance levels. Thisissue clearly requires further consideration
in developing additional
lower limb injury dummy abilities and acceptable tolerance criteria.
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4.4

CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the findings of thisstudy of lower limb injuries to
front seatoccupants involved in frontal crashes.
1.

Lower limb injuries occur to front seatoccupants in more than one inevery three frontal
crashes where someone is either hospitalised or killed. Fractures occur in 88% of these
injuries and arethemost common severe outcome, Oblique frontal impacts usually
resulted in more lower limb injuries including fractures than either full or offset frontal
collisions.

2.

While not necessarily life threatening, they do cause considerable pain and suffering to
the people who sustain them, have a propensity for permanent disability and long-term
rehabilitation, and can be extremely costly to the individuals and to society m general.

3.

Current frontal crash regulations such as FMVSS208 and the proposed ADR69iOO only
specify acceptable levels of femur loads.

4.

The six most frequent lower limb fracture by contact source combinations were ankle/
foot with the floor & toepan, lower leg with the floor& toepan, thigh with the instrument
panel, lower leg with the instrument panel, knee with theinstrument panel and knee with
the steering column. The first of these, however, was six times more likely than the last

5.

Average delta-\’ was slightly higher among lower limb fractures than for all frontal
crashes with a higher minimum threshold value. Fifty percent of lower limb fractures
occurred at 48km/b or below. The 80th percentile value was 70kmih. The number of
fractures per fractured lower limb case was directly proportional to delta-]’ Lower limb
fractures were more common among occupants of smaller cars

6.

There were noapparent age or sex related differences in lower limb fractures suggesting
that any frailty effects were morethan offset by the level of lower limb trauma associated
with frontal crashes. There was a slight suggestion of an over-representation of unrestrained occupants among those sustaining a thigh fracture

7.

The three most common mechanisms of lower limb fracture include compression (axial
loading) of the thigh and lower leg, perpendicular loading of the h e e , and crushing or
twisting of the foot.These three mechanisms (by body region) need to be emphasised in
future efforts tomeasure and specify acceptable tolerances aimed at reducing lower limb
injuries

8.

Foot and ankle movements of eversion and inversion and dorsiflexion were most common among foot and ankle fractures. Torsion forces were roughly equally distributed in
either direction while perpendicular loading tended to be more medial than lateral.

4.5

RECOMMENDATIONS

There is considerable evidence ofthe need for further attention to reducing lower limb injuries
for front seat occupants involved in frontal crashes. As a pre-requisite, there is a need for
additional lower limb protection in current or proposed crash performance standards. This will
require the development of dummies sufficiently sensitive to measure the types and ranges of
lower limb injuries (fractures) apparent in real world crashes. In addition, there is a need to
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specify acceptable tolerance criteria to ensure reduction in the
numbers and severity of these
injuries.
Manufacturers, too, need to consider ways in which car design could be improved to protect
these lower extremities. Possiblecountermeasures might include more forgiving lower instrument panel designs, knee bars, and removing injurious fittings in regions
the
likely to come into
contact with lower limbs in frontal crashes. The use of more sturdy materials in dash boards
(sheetmetal rather than brittle
plastics) would also alleviate severe lacerations from impact with
these regions. Innovative pedal designs to minimise the likelhood of ankle and foot fracture
would seem warranted. Structural improvements in the floor and toepan regions to minimise
intrusions and deformations llkely to injury occupants feet and lower legs would also be of
benefit
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Attachment 1
Consent and Occupant Injury Forms
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Dear
Thank you for talking to us recently and agreeing to help us in our vehicle safety research.
The Accident Research Centre at Monash University is currently engagedin a study of how
vehicles perform in accidents, This work is aimed at making our vehicles and roads safer for all
Australians.
This work requires us to examine vehicles involved in road crashes to determine how
various parts of the vehicle behave in real accidents and compare these findings with the sorts
of injuries people lke yourself have suffered as a result of the crash.
To do this, we need your co-operation. We would like to talk to you about the crashYOU
were recently involved in and any injuries you may have sustained from the crash. We would
also like to seeifyou can recall which parts of the vehicle caused your injuries.

If you were treated in a hospital after the crash, we would also like to look at your medical
record fde at this hospital
The information we collect is for research purposes only and will be treated in strictest
confidence. We do not intend discussing any aspect of our findings with either the police, your
insurance company or any other party to the crash. We may need to inspect any other vehicle
involved in the collision as well but only for the purpose of examining the damage sustainedin
the crash. We will not seek to participatein any legal action over the crash.
At the end of our investigations, we will condense all the individual cases of information we
have seen into an anonymous set of data without names and addresses. Hence, your
confidentiality is hrther safeguarded here. At the end of our research, our report will highlight
aspects of car design that require further safetyimprovements.
We have enclosed a consentform for you to sign, agreeing to you participating in this
important study and, where appropriate, authorising us to obtain detads aboutyour injuries
&om the hospital where you were treated. Please sign and date this farm if you are willing to
participate in the study. Our nurse, SisterNicole O'Meara will contact you shortly to talk to
you about the crash.
I hope you have made a swift recovery &om your injuries and that you have M y recovered
fiom the effectsof the accident.
Yours sincerely,

Professor Peter Vulcan,
Director.

S h o u l d p have any complaint concerning the manner
in which thisresearch project is conducted.
please do not hesitateto inform theresearchers in person or you may prefer to contact the S t d W
Committee on Ethfcs in Researchon H u m , University Secretariat. Monash University.
CLAYTON. VICTORLA. 3 168 AUSTRALIA TELEX AA3269 I FAX: (611 (3) 565 4363 TELEPHONE: (031 565 4371 [DD: + 6 1 3 565 4371

Y

Dear

CONSENT TO BE rNTERVIEWED

I have read though and understand this letter and I HEREBY CONSENT to officers of the
Monash University Accident Research Centre interviewing me about the circumstancesof the
collision I was recently involved in and consulting my hospital records if appropriate.

Signature
Please print full name
Dated this

day of

19

Treating Hospital
Treating Doctor
(Doctofs Address)
Telephone

Would you pIease sign this form and return it tothe Monash University Accident Research
Centre as soon as possibIe. Thank you for your co-operation with this important research.

Shouldyou b e any complaint concerning the mannerin which fhis research project I S conducted.
please do not hesifute fo inform fhe researchers inperson oryou maypre>r to contact the Standing
Commifteeon Efhics in Research on Humans, UniversilySecretariat, Monash Universily.

Monash University Accident Research CenWe

OCCUPANT PROTECTION PROJECT
MEDICAL REPORT FORM

Reg. No.

Case No.

Dare of interview
Date of birth
OCCUPANT DETAILS
Name

I

I

Address

Telephone

UWCoroner No

CRASH DETAILS

Date

- Police Station
Ambulance Type

Tme
Officer

Case No.

-

OTHER VEHICLE
MakeJModel

I

OwnerlDriver
Address
Telephone
Passenger name
Telephone number
Treating hospltal or GP

Reg. No.

Monash University Accidenc Rcscarch Centre

MEDICAL REPORT FORM
Case No.

ACCIDENT CIRCUMSTANCES
V e h d e MakeJModel

Descriprlon

Vchicle-A Speed (pre-impacl, impact)
Jehlcle-B Speed

I

Driving Experience

rraller

Heavy luggage/cargo

zuel Level

Fuel Splliage

-.

.[re

‘rapped
ijected

Windows Open

Monash University Accident Research Centre

MEDICAL REPORT FORM
INJURY DESCRIPTION
Source

Injury
Bruises

I

Abraslons

m

Laceraclons (sutures required)

I

Fractures

I

,
-08s of consciousness

I

I

I

Celevant Prior Injuries

Yreatmcnt L v e l

Duration of Treatment

Monash University Accident Rcscarch Centre

MEDICAL REPORT FORM
OCCUPANT DETAILS

Helght

Weight

OTHER OCCUPANTS

Monash University Accident Research Centre

MEDICAL REPORT FORM
FINAL INJURY CODING
AIS Code

NASS Code

I

Description

I

\

Indicate the locarion, Lesion, Derailisize. depth. lracrure type, head injury clinical signs and neurological deficits), and Source of all injuries indicated
by official sources lor from PAR or olher unofficial sources if medical records and inlerviewee data are unavailable.]

n

L

Monash U n i v e r s i t y A c c i d e n t R e s e a r c h C e n t r e

OCCUPANT INJURY FORM

CASE NUMSER

PATIENT'S NAME

HOSPITAL NUMBER

UR NUMBER

Record below the acfual lnjuries sustained by this occupant that were identified from the
official and unofficial
data sources. Remember not to double count an injuryjust because it was identified from two dlfferent sources.
If greater than twenty injuries have been documented, encode t h e balance on t h e Occupant I n j u r y Supplement.
0.I.C.-A.1.S

Injury

Lesion

Source
Confidence
Level

S O l.
lCC
P
"
..

of Injury
Data

1st

5.

Body

Region

-

6.-

2nd

15.16.17.18.19.-

3rd

25.

4th
5th45.
6th

Aspect

7.-

8.-

A.I.S.
Severity

Spiem
Organ

9.-

Injury

Source

__

10.11.

20.-

- 26. - 27. - 28. - 29. 35. - 36. - 37. - 38. - 39.- 46. - 47. - 48. - 49. 55. - 56. - 57. - 58. - 59. - 66. - 67.-68. - 69. 75. - 76. -77.78. - 79.85.86. - 87.88.89.90.-

21."

-

31.

40. -

41.

-

51.

30.

50.

60. 70. -

61.

__
__
__

__
__

Direct/
lndtrecr
Injury

O c c u p a n t Area

lntruson No.

12.-

13. -

14."

22.-

23.-

24."

32.-

33.

42.-

43. - 44.

52.-

53.

-

62.-

63.

-

-

34.

__

__
54. _ _
__
__

64.

100.-

101."

102.103.

- 74.
83. - 8 4 . _ _
93. - 94."
- 104.

109.-

110.-

111."

112.113.-

114."

118.-

119-

120.-

121."

122.123.-

124."

126-127-

128.-

129-

130.-

131."

132.133.-

134."

14th135.-

136.137.-

138.-

139.-

140.-

141."

142.143

15th145.-

146.-147-

148.-

149.-

150.-

151."

152.153.-

154."

16th155.-

156-157.-

158.-

159.-

160.-

161."

162.163.-

164."

17th165.-

166.-167.-

168.-

169.-

170.-

171."

172.173.-

174."

18th175.-

176177-

178.-

179-

180.-

181."

182.183.-

184."

19th185.-

186-187.-

188.-

189.-

190.-

191."

192.193.-

194."

20th195.-

196-197-

198.-

199-

200.-

201."

202.-

7rh
65.
8th

9th

10th 95.-

96.97.98.99.-

11th105.-

106-107.-

108.-

12th115.-

116-117.-

13th125.-

80.

-

71.
81.
91."

__

72.-

82.92.-

73.

__

-

203.

144."

- 204."-

Derivedwithappreciation
from t h e N a t i o n a l Accident SamplingSystem,
us Department of T r a n s p o r t a e i d n .
N a t i o n a l Highway & S a f e t yA d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,

n
1

n

..

IBI

&*in

Attachment 2
The (NASS) Vehicle Inspectionand Crash 3 Forms

!

1 . Primary Sampling Unit Number

2.Number-Stratum
Case

"

-

11. Police Reponed Alcohol or Drug Presence
101 Neither alcohol nor drugs present
(1)

"
"

Yes (alcohol presenrl

( 2 ) Yes (drugs presentl
13) Yes (alcohol and drugs presentl
(4) Yes (alcohol or drugs presenr-specifics

unknown1
Year Model
4. Vehicle
Code the last rwo digits of t h e model year
(99) Unknown
(specib'l:
5.
Make
Vehicle

"

"

Applicable codes are found in your
NASS COS Data Collection, Coding, and
Editing Manual.
(991 Unknown
6. Vehicle
Model

"-

(specify):

(7) Not reported
( 8 ) No driver present
19) Unknown

12. Alcohol Test
Result
for Driver
Code actual value (decimal implled before
first digit-0.xx)
(95) Test refused
(96) None given
(97) AC test performed, results unknown
(981 No driver present
(991 Unknown

"

Source
Applicable codes are found inyour
NASS CDS Data Collection, Coding, and
Editing Manual.
(9991 Unknown
Type

7. Body

I

@

q

W

:

1

i

t

-

13. Speed Limit

"

(00)No statutory limit
"

Nore: Applicable codes are found on
the back of this page.

Code posted or staturory speed limit
(99) Unknown
14. Anempted Avoidance Maneuwr

"

1001 No impact
(011 No avoidance actions
(021 Braking ( n o lockup1
(031 Braking Ilockupl
(04) Braking llockup unknown1
( 0 5 )Releasing brakes
1061 Steering left

8. Vehicle Identification Number

""""""""Left justify: Slash zeros and letter 2 ( 0 and Zl
No VIN -Code all zeros
Unknown-Code all nine's

107) Steering right
( 0 8 ) Braking and sleerlng left

(09) Braking and sreerlng right

-

9. Police Reponed Vehicle Disposition
( 0 )Not towed due to vehicle damage
(11 Towed due to vehicle damage
(9) Unknown
IO. Police Reponed Travel Speed

(10) Accelerating
( 1 1 ) Accelerating and steering left
( 1 2 ) Accelerating and steering righr

(981 Other action (specifyl:
(991 Unknown
"

Code IO the nearest mph (NOTE: 00 means
less t h a n 0.5 mphl
1971 96.5 mph and above
(991 Unknown

15. kciden1 Type

(991 Unknown
'I**

HS Form 435
1/88

"

Applicable codes may be found on the back
of page two of this field form
IO01 No impact
Code the number of the diagram that
best describes the accident circumstance
198) Other accident type (specifyl:

STOP HERE IF GV07 DOES NOT EQUAL 01-49 ****

-

16. Driver Presence in Vehicle
(0) Driver not present
( 1 ) Driver present
(9) Unknown
17. N u m b e r of OccupantsThis Vehicle
(00.36) Code actual number of OccupantS
for this vehicle
(97) 97 or more
(99) Unknown
18. N u m b e r of Occupant Forms Submitted

"

--

19. Vehicle
Weight
Curb
-,"
-Code
weight to nearest
100 pounds.
( 0 0 0 )Less than 50 pounds
(135) 13.500 Ibs or more
(999) Unknown

21. Towed Trailing Unit
( 0 ) No towed unit
( 1 ) Yes-towed trailing
(9) Unknown

"0

0

unit

22. Documentation of Trajectory Data
for This Vehicle
( 0 )No

(5) Rollover-end-over-end (Le., primarily
a b o u t the lateral axis)
(9) Rollover (overturn). details unknown

25. Front Overridelunderride (this vehicle)

-

26. Rear Overridelunderride
(this
vehicle)

-

23. Post Collision Condition of Tree or Pole
Delta
(for Highest
V)
10) Not collision (for highest delta VI w i t h
tree or pole
(1) Not d a m a g e d
(2) Crackedkheared
( 3 ) Tilted < 4 5 d e g r e e s
(4) Tilted 245 degrees
15) Uprooted tree
(6) Separated pole from base
17) Pole replaced
( 8 )Other (specify):

Override (see specific CDC)
( 1 ) 1 s t CDC
( 2 ) 2nd CDC
(3) Other not automated CDC (specify\:

Underride (see specific CDCI
( 4 ) 1st CDC
( 5 ) 2nd CDC
( 6 ) O t h e r not a u t o m a t e d CDC (specify)

( 7 ) Medlumlheavy t r u c k overrtde
(9) Unknown

-

(11 Yes

(9) Unknown

Rollover (primarily about the longitudinal axis)
( 1 ) Rollover, 1 q u a r t e r t u r n only
(2) Rollover, 2 quarter turns
(3) Rollover, 3 q u a r t e r t u r n s
(4) Rollover, 4 o r more quarter turns (specify):

( 0 ) No overridelunderride, or
not an end-to-end impact

Source:

20. Vehicle
Cargo
Weight
-Code
weight to nearest
100 pounds.
(00) Less than 50 pounds
(97) 9,650 Ibs or more
(99) Unknown

-

24. Rollover
( 0 ) No rollover (no overturning)

-

Values: (000)-(3591 Code actual value
(997) Noncollislon
(998) Impact with object
(9991 Unknown

27. HeadingAngle

for This Vehicle

28.HeadingAngleforOtherVehicle

"
-

---

National Accident Sampling System-Crashworthiness Data System:

I

29. Basis for Total
Delta

G e n e r a l V e h i c l e Form

-

V (Highest)

Delta V Calculated
(1) CRASH program-damage only routine
(2) CRASH program-damage and trajectory
routine
(3) Missing vehicle algorithm
Delta V Not Calculated
(4) At least one vehicle (which may be this vehicle)
is beyond the scopeof an acceptable reconstruction program, regardless of collision conditions.

Secondary
Highest

32. Lateral
Component

of Delta V

mph
-Nearest

(NOTE: -00 m e a n s g r e a t e r t h a n
-0.5 and less t h a n + 0 . 5 r n p h )
( 2 9 7 ) -96.5 m p h a n d a b o v e
(- 99) Unknown

" 0

33. Energy
Absorption
(5) All vehicleswithin scope (CDC applicable) of
CRASH program but one of the collision conditions is beyond the scope of the CRASH prog r a m or other acceptable reconstruction techniques, regardless of adequacy of damage data.
( 6 ) All vehicleandcollisionconditionsarewithin
s c o p e of o n e of the acceptable reconstruction
programs, b u t there is insufflcientdata available.

Secondary
Highest

-_

30. Total Delta V

-Nearest

-

mph

31. Longitudinal
Component
Delta V

-Nearest

"

100 foot-lbs

Results (for Highest Delta V)
(0)'No reconstruction
( 1 ) Collision fits model-results appear
reasonable
(2) Collision fits model-results appear high
(3) Collision tits model-results appear low
(41 Borderline reconstruction-results
appear reasonable

+

-

-

mph
-Nearest

(NOTE: -00 means greater than
-0.5 and less than +0.5 mph)
( - 9 7 ) ~ 9 6 . 5mph and above
(- 99) Unknown

IF THE CDS APPLICABLE + + *
VEHICLE WAS NOT INSPECTED

*++STOP HERE

-

34. Confidence in Reconstruction Program

"_

of

0

(NOTE: 0000 m e a n s less t h a n 50 Foot-Cbs)
(99971 999.650 foot-lbs or more
(99991 Unknown

35. Type of Vehicle Inspection
( 0 ) No Inspection
( 1 ) Complete inspection
(2) Partial inspection (specify):

(NOTE: 00 means less than
0.5 m p h )
(97) 96.5 mph and above
(99) Unknown

-"
-

-

w ~ e p ~ n m e n lTranspolIallm
ol

EXTERIOR VEHICLE
FORM

NATIONALACCIOENT SAMPLING SYSTEM
CRASHWOATHINESS DATA SYSTEM

Hlghwaylroffic Safery
mlminirlrotion
mdOrml

n

i~..

Primary
Number
Sampling
Unit

__ I

3. Vehlcle
Number

"

____________
Isoecifvl:

Model Year

(specify):
Vehicle Model

Make

L ; b c a t e the end of [he d a m a g e with respect to the vehicle longitudinal center line or bumper corner for end

limpacts or an undamaged axle for side impacts.

f s+ecific

Impact
NO.
Location
of

Dlrect D a m a g e

Location o f Fleld L

1
i

jNOTES: Identify the plane at which the C-measurements are taken
sill, etc.)
and
label
adjustments
le.g.. f r esep a c e ) .

I

( e . g . .a t b u m p e r , a b o v e b u m p e r , a t sill, above

Measure a n d d o c u m e n t on t h e vehicle diagram t h e location of m a x i m u m c r u s h .

!

Measure C1 to C6 from driver to passenger side in f r o n t or r e a r impacts and rear 10 f r o n t In side
impacts.
Free space value is defined a s t h e distance between the basellne and t h e orlginal body contour taken a1
the individual C locations. T h i s may include the following. bumper lead, bumper taper. side protruslon.
side taper. etc. Record t h e value for each C-measurement and maxlmum crush.

I

National Accident Sampling System-Crashworthiness

3.

TIRE-WHEEL DAMAGE
Rotationphysicallyb.Tire
restricted

ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS
Wheelbase

RF -

RF -

Overall Length

LF -

LF -

Maximum Width

LR -

RR

RR

Data System: Exterior Vehicle Form

-

LR -

( 1 ) Yes ( 2 ) No (81 NA (9) Unk.

Curb Weight
Average Track

0

Manual

0

Automatic

Engine Size: c y l l displ.
Undeforrned End Width

1

I

I

I

0

=

=

DRIVE WHEELS

Front Overhang
Rear Overhang

TYPE OF TRANSMISSION

WHEEL STEER ANGLES
(Forlockedfrontwheels
displaced rear axles only)
RF 2 -_'
LF z --'
RR
LR
Within r 5 d e g r e e s

0

FWD

0

Approximate
Cargo Weight

RWD

0

4WD

CODES FOR OBJECT CONTACTED
(571 Fence
(58) Wall
(59) Building
(60) Ditch o r Culvert
(61) Ground
(62) Fire hydrant
(63) Curb
( 6 4 ) Bridge
(68) Other fixed object (specify):

01-30-Vehicle Number
Noncollision
(31) Overturn-rollover
(32) Fire or explosion
(33) Jackknife
(34) Other intraunit damage (specify):
(35) Noncollision injury
(38) Other noncollision (specify):

(69) Unknown fixed object
(39) Noncollision-details unknown

Collision with Fixed Object
(41) Tree ( 5 4 inches in diameter)
(42) Tree (>4 inches in diameter)
( 4 3 ) Shrubbery or bush
( 4 4 ) Embankment

Collision With Nonfixed Object
(71) Motor vehicle not in transport
(72) Pedestrian
(73) Cyclist o r cycle
(74) Other nonmotorist or conveyance (specify):
(75) Vehicle occupant
(76) Animal
(77) Train
(78) Trailer, disconnected in transport
(88) Other nonfixed object (specify):

(45) Breakaway pole or post ( a n y diameter)

Nonbreakaway Pole or Post
(50) Pole or post ( 5 4 inches in diameter)
(51) Pole or post (>4 but 512 inches in
diameter)
(52) Pole or post ( 2 1 2 inches in diameter)
(53) Pole or post (diameter unknown)

(89) Unknown nonfixed object

(98) Other event (specify):

(54) Concrete traffic barrier
(55) Impact anenuator
(56) Other traffic barrier (specify):

(99) Unknown event or object

DEFORMATION CLASSIFICATION BY EVENT N U M B E R
Accident
Event
Sequence
Numbat

(11 121
Direction

Obpa
Camacted

of Force
ldegreerl

Specific
Incremental
b l u e of
Shift

131
Deformation
Location

( 4

151

Specific
Longitudinal
or Lateral
Location

M n i d or
Lateral
Location

161
Type Of

(71

Damage
DiSlribut8on

Deformation
Enent

HIGHEST DELTA "V."
Accident
Event
Sequence
Object
Direction
Deformation
Lateral
or
Number
Contacted

( 1 ) (2)
of Force

(3)

(4)
Specific
Longitudinal
Type

(5)
Specific
(6)
Vertical
of
or Lateral
Damage
Deformation

(7)
Extent

Location
Location
Location
Distribution

Second Highest Delta "V"

12."

13."

15. -

14."

16. -

17. -

19."

18. -

(The crush profile for the d a m a g e d e s c r i b e d in the CDC(s) above should be documented
i n the appropriate space below. ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE IN INCHES.)
HIGHEST DELTA "V"

C6

22. +
- 0

__
C6

25. +
- D

21.

20.

c1

L

c2

c 5 c3

c4

c2

c3

c4

Second Highest Delta "V"

23.

24.

L

c1

26. Are CDCs Documented
but Not Coded on The
Automated File

( 0 ) No
( 1 Yes

27. Researcher's
Assessment
of Vehicle Disposition
( 0 )Not towed due to
damage
vehicle
Unknown
(9999)to ( 1due
) Towed
vehicle damage
(9) Unknown

-

c5

-

28. Original Wheelbase
-Code
to the
nearest
tenth of an inch

"**STOP HERE IF THE CDS APPLICABLE**'
VEHICLE WAS NOT TOWED (LE., GV09 = 0 OR 9)

W3ISAS VlV0 SS3NIKUJOMHSVLI3
W 3 W 9 N l l d W V S lN3013X 1VNOIlVN

TOP
VIEW

Longitudinal

Vertical

LEFT SIDE
VIEW

Q

6
Vertical

SIDERIGHT
VIEW

&

c)

Longiludinal

INTRUDED
COMPONENT
INTRUSION
DIRECTION

Vertical

LOCATION
DOMINANT
OF
C O CMRPUASRHI S O N

-

VALUE

lNTRUDED
VALUE

=

INTRUSION

stern: Interior Vehicle Form

Interior Components

59

1st

47

48

2nd

51

52.

3rd

55

56

60

4th

71

(01) Steering assembly
(02) Instrument panel left
(03) Instrument panel center
(04) Instrument panel right
(05) Toe pan
( 0 6 ) A-pillar
(07) 8-pillar
(08) C-pillar
(09) D-pillar
( 1 0 ) Door panel
( 1 1) Side panellkickpanel
(12) Roof (or convertible top)
( 1 3 ) Roof side rail
(14) Windshield
(15) Windshield header
(16) Window frame
(17) Floor pan
(18) Backlight header
(19) Front seat back
( 2 0 ) Second seat back
(21) Third seat back
(22) Fourth seat back
(23) Fifth s e a t back
(24) Seat cushion
(25) Back panel or d o o r s u r f a c e
(26) Other interior component (specify):

5th

63

64

6th

67

68

72.

7th

8th

75

76.

5th

79

80.

10th 83

84

Exterior Components
(30) Hood
(31) Outside surface of vehicle (specify):

LOCATION OF INTRUSION
Front Seat
( 1 1 )Left
(12) Middle
(13) Right

(32) Other exterior object in t h e environment

Second Seat
(21) Left
(22) Middle
(23) Right

(98) Intrusion of u n l i s t e d c o m p o n e n t ( s )

Third Seat
(31) Left
(32) Middle
(33)Right
Fourth Seat
(41) Left
(42) Middle
(43) Right
(98) Other enclosed area (specib):
(99) Unknown

L

(specify):
(33) Unknown exterior object

(specify):
(99) Unknown
~~~

~

MAGNITUDEOF INTRUSION
( 1 ) 2 1 inch but i 3 inches
(2) 2 3 inches b u t i 6 inches
(3)2 6 inches but c 12 inches
( 4 ) 2 12 inches but < 18 inches
( 5 ) 2 18inchesbut24inches
( 6 ) 2 24 inches
(9) Unknown
DOMINANT CRUSH DIRECTION
(1) Vertical
(2) Longitudinal
(3) Lateral
(9) Unknown

"

d

STEERING COLUMN COLLAPSE

Srccring Column Shear Modulc Movcmcnt

SHEAR CAPSULE

Lcfr -

"Exrruder

-3

R
E xc lmi dduc lr

..
Right v=Dirccrlon and Magnirude of Srccring Column Mowmcnr

C o l u m n Rcrcncr)

Eumdcr
Rclxlncr i M i n i Cnlumnr

or Flxcd
T u k [ M d Colutnnl

E
"

STEERING COLUMN MOVEMENT
MovcmenrLarcralMovcmcnr
Vcrrlcal

Longirudlnal hlovemenr
Inwumenr Pancl
lnsrrumcnr h n c l

COMPARISON VALUE

-

DAMAGED VALUE

=

VERTICAL

-

-

LATERAL

-

-

LONGITUDINAL

-

-

~~

MOVEMENT

~~

~

STEERING RlMlSPOKE DEFORMATION
COMPARISON VALUE

-

DAMAGED
VALUE

-

DEFORMATION

92. Steering
RimlSpoke
Deformation
-Code
actual measured
deformation to the nearest inch.
( 0 )No steering rim deformation
(1-5) Actual measured value
(6) 6 inches or more
( 8 ) Observed deformation cannot be measured
(9) Unknown

7. Steering Column Type
(1) Fixed column
(2) Tilt column
(3)Telescoping column
(4) Tilt and telescoping column
( 8 )Other column type (specify):

93. Location of Steering RimlSpoke
Deformation
( 0 0 ) No steering rim deformation

(9) Unknown
Loading

8 . Steering Column Collapse Due to
Occupant

-

”

”

-Coda
actual measured movement
to the nearest inch.See coding manual
for measurement technique(s).
(00) No movement, compression, or
collapse
(01-49) Actual measured value
(50) 50 inches or greater

Estimated movement from observation
(81) Less than 1 inch
(82) 2 1 inch but C 2 inches
(83) 2 2 inches but < 4 inches
(84) 2 4 inches but < 6 Inches
( 8 5 ) 5 6 inches but < 8 inches
(86) Greater than or equal to 8 Inches

Quarter Sections
(01) Section A
(02) Section 8
( 0 3 ) Section C
(04) Section D
Half Sections
(05) Upper half of rimlspoke
(06) Lower half of rimlspoke
(07) Left half of rimlspoke
(08) Right half of rim/spoke
(OS) Complete steering wheel collapse
(101 Undetermined location

(97) Apparent movement, value
undetermined or cannot
be measured or estimated
(98) Nonspecified type column
(99) Unknown

94. Odometer
Reading

”-w(

m i l e s - C o d e mileage to t h e
nearest 1,ooO miles
(000) No odometer
(001) Less than 1,500 miles
(3001 299,500 miles o r more
(9991 Unknown

lirection And Magnitude of Steering
:olumn Movement

Source:

19. Vertical Movement
Contact
IO. Lateral Movement

95. Instrument Panel Damage from
Occupant
(01 No
11) Yes
I91 Unknown

-

11. Longitudinal Movement

Code the actual measured movement
to the nearest inch. See Coding Manual

for measurement technique(s1
( - 0 0 ) No Steering column movement
( 2 0 1 - 2 4 9 ) Actual measured value
I i 50) 50 inches or greater
Estimated movement from observation
( Z 81) 2 1 inch but c 3 inches
( 282) 2 3 inches but C 6 inches
( 283) 2 6 inches but c 12 inches
( ~ 8 42) 12 inches
( 9 7 )Apparent movement > 1 inch but
cannot be measured or estimated
( 9 9 ) Unknown

96. Knee Bolsters Deformed from
Occupant Contact
(01 No
( 1 ) Yes
( 8 )Not present
(9) Unknown
97. Did Glove Compartment Door Open
During Collision(s)
( 0 )No
( 1 ) Yes
( 8 ) Not present
(9) Unknown

-

-

National Accident Sampling System-Crashworthiness

T

Data S y s t e m : interior Vehicle Form

National Accident Sampling System-Crashworthiness

Data S y s t e m . I n t e r i o r V e h i c l e Form

N
CODES FOR INTERIOR COMPONENTS
:RONT
101) Windshield
(021 Mirror
(031 Sunvisor
(041 Steering wheel rim
(051 Steering wheel hublspoke
1061 Steering wheel (combination 01
codes 04 and 051
1071 Steering column, lransmission
selemor lever, other attachment
108) Add on equipment 1e.g.. CB. tape
deck, air conditionetl
109) Left instrument panel and below
1101 Center instrument panel and below
1111 Rlght instrument panel and below
1121 Glove compartment door
I131 Knee bolster
(141 Wmdrhield including one o r mole
01 the lollow~ng.front header, Aplllar. instrument panel. mlrror.or
steering assembly [driver side only1
1151 Windshield mcluding One or more
of the following: front header, A.
pallar. instrument panel, or mirror
(passenger side onlyl
I161 Other lront object lspecilyl:

.EFT SIDE
(201 Left side interior surface. excluding
hardware or armrests

1211 Left side hardware or armrest
122) Left A pillar
123) Left E pillar

(261 Left side window glass including
one or more of the lollowing:
frame. wlndow sill. A-plllar. B-pillar.
or roof side rall
1271 Other le11 side object Ispecifyl

RIGHT SlOE
1301 Rlght side interior surlace.
excluding hardware or armresls
(31) Right side hardware or armrest
(321 Right A pillar
1331 Right B pillar
1341 Other right Plllar (SpeClfyl:

135) Rlght stde wlndow glass or llame
1361 Rlght %de wtndow glass lnclud!ng
one or more ol the following
frame. window sill, A-pillar. B-pillar.
or roo1 side rad
1371 Orher rlght Side oblecl lspec~fvl

INTERIOR
1401 Seat. back support
(411 Belt rewain1 webbinglbuckle
(421 Bell restraint 8-pillar attachment
point
1431 Other restraint syrtem component

Ispeclfy):

1 4 4 1 Head restraint s p l e m
(45) Air cushion
(46) Other occupants Ispecifyl:

124) Other left pillar (specityl:

(47) Interior loose objects

1251 Left side window glass or frame

1481 Child safety seal (specifyl:

(49) Other mtetlor object lspecifyl:

ROOF
1501 Front header
I511 Rear header
152) Roof left slde rail
153) Roof right side rail
(541 Roof o r convertible t o p
FLOOR
I561 Floor including 1Oe pan
I571 Flaot or console mounted
transmission lever, mcludmg
console
1581 Parking brakehandle
1591’Foot controls mcluding parking
brake

REAR
I601 Backlight (rear windowl
1611 Backlrght storage rack. door. elc.
1621 Other rear object (specilyl-

CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF
CONTACT POINT

(1) Cenain
12) Probable
(3) Possible
14) Unknown

NOTES: Encode the data for each applicable front seat position. The attributes f o r t h e variables may be found
below. Restraint systems should be assessed during the vehicle inspection then codedon the Occupant
Assessment Form.
Left

F
I
R

<
T
I

Center

Right

Availability
Function

Failure

Automatic
(Passive)
Restraint
System
Availability
Automatic
(Passive)
Restraint
Function

( 0 ) Not equippedlnot available

( 0 ) Not equippedinot
available
( 1 ) Alrbag
(2)
dlsconnected
Autornatlc
(specify):
Airbag

Belt

(3) Airbagnotreinstalled
(4) 2 point automatic belts
(5) 3 point automatic belts
(6) Automatic belts destroyed

( 1 ) Automatic belt In use
(2) Autornatlc belt not in use
(3) Automatic belt use unknown

or rendered

inoperative
(9) Unknown

Air Bag
(4) Airbag deployed during accident
(5) Airbag deployed Inadvertently just
prior to accldent
(61 Deoloved. accident sequence undetermined
(7j Nondeployed
(81 Unknown i f deployed
(9) Unknown

Did Automatic (Passive] Restraint Fail

( 0 ) Not equippedinot available
(1)

No

(21 Yes (specify):
(9) Unknown

b t ; o n a f Accident Sampling System-Crashwotthiness Data System: Interior Vehicle Form

LOTES: Encode the applicable data for e a c h s e a t p o s i t i o nin the vehicle. The attributes for the variables may be
f o u n d below. Restraint systems should be assessed during the vehicle inspection then coded
on the
Occupant Assessment Form.
If a child safety seat is present, encode the data on the back

of t h i s page.

on the back of the previous
Ifthe vehicle has automatic restraints available, encode the appropriate data
pge.
Center

f
I

R
S

Availability

Use

T

Modes
Failure

S
E

Availabillty

C

0
N
n
T
H
I
R

Left

Use
Failure Modes
Availability

Use
Failure Modes

0

Availability

-

Use

R

Modes
Failure

T

ti
t

Manual
(Active)

Belt S y s t e m Availability

( 0 ) Notavailable
1 1 ) Belt rernovedldestroyed
12) Shoulderbelt
13) Ls? belt
( 4 ) Lap and shoulder belt
( 5 ) Belt available - type unknown
( 8 ) Other belt (specify):

( 0 8 ) Other
belt

used (specify):

1 2 ) Shoulder belt used with child safety seat
13) Lap belt used with child safety seat
1 4 ) Lap and shoulder belt used with child safety seat
15) Belt used wlth child s a f e t y s e a t - type unknown
18) Other belt used wlth chlld safety seat (specify):
(99) Unknown i f belt used

(9) Unknown
Manual (Active) Belt Failure Modes During Accident
Manual (Active) Belt S y s t e m Use
100) None used, not available, or
belt removedldestroyed
(01) Inoperative (specify):

(02) Shoulder belt
(03) Lapbelt
(041 Lao and shoulder belt
(05) Be'lt used - type unknown

10) No manual belt used or not available
( 1 ) No manual belt failure(s1
( 2 ) Manual belt failure(s) (encode all that apply above)
[A] Torn webblng (strerched webbing not Included)
[E] Broken buckle or latchplate
[C] Upper anchorage separated
[Dl Other achorage separated [specify):

[E] Brokenretractor

[F] Other manual belt failure (specify):

19) Unknown

W h e n a child safety seat is present enter the occupant’s number in the first row and cornRlete the column
below the occupant’s number using the codes listed below. Complete
a column for eachchild safety seat present.

6. Child S a f e t y S e a t
MakeiModel

Specify Below for Each Child Safety Seat

1 . Type of Child Safety Seat

(01 No child safety seat
(11 Infant seat
(2) Toddler seat
(3) Convertible seat
(4) Booster seat
(7) Other type child safety seat (specitvl:

(81 Unknown child safety seat type
(91 Unknown if child safety seat used
2. Chlld Safery Seat Orientation

( 0 0 ) No child safety seat
Designed for Rear facing for This AgelWeight
(01) Rear facing
(02) Forward facing
(031 Other orlentation (specify):

(04) Unknown orientation

Designed for Forward Facing for This AgelWeight
(1 1 ) Rear facing
(121 Forward facing
(18) Other orientation (specify]:

3. Child Safety Seat Harness Usage
4. Child Safety Seat Shield Usage

5. Child Safety Seat Tether Usage
Note: Options Below Are Used for Variables 3-5
( 0 0 ) No child safety seat

Not Designed with HarnesslShieldiTether
( O i l After market harnesslshieldltelher
added. not used
(021 After market harnesslshieldltether used
(031 Chlld safety seat used. but no after market
harnesslsh~eldltethet added
(091 Unknown if harnessishieldltether
added o r used
Designed with HarnesslShieldlTether
(1 1 ) Harnesslshleldltether not used
(12) Harnessishleldlterher used
(191 Unknown i f harnesslshieldltether used
Unknown if Designed with HarnesslShieldlTether
(21) Harness/shieldltether not used
(221 Harnesslshieldltether used
(291 Unknown if harnesslshieldltether used
(99) Unknown if child safety seat used
6 . Child Safety Seat MakelModel

(19) Unknown orientation

U n k n o w n Design or Orientation forT h i s Age/
Weight, or Unknown AgennJeight
(211 Rear facing
(22) Forward facing
128) Other orientation (specifyj:

(29) Unknown orientation
(99) Unknown if child safetv seat used

(Specify rnakelrnodel and occupant number)

JOTES: Encode t h e applicable data for each seat position in t h e vehicle. The attributes for these variables may
be found at the bottom of the page. Head restraint typeldarnage and Seat typelperforrnance should be
assessed during the vehicle inspection t h e n coded on t h e Occupant Assessment Form.

lead Restraint TypeAamage by Occupant a t This

Occupant Position
101 No headrestraints
[ I ) Integral
n o damage
121 Integral - damaged during acc8dent
131 Adjustable - no damage
(41 Adjustable
damaged duringaccident
I51 AddQn
no damage
161 Add-on
damaged duringaccident

-

-

-

I81 Other (specltyl:
(91 Unknown
; e a t Type (This Occupant Position1

(00) Occupant not seated or no sea1
I011 Buckel
(02) Buckel with folding back
103) Bench
(041 Bench with separate back cush!ons
(051 Bench with folding backrsl
(061 Split bench with separate back cushmns
1071 Spltl bench with folding backis1
1081 Pedeslal 1i.e.. van type1

1091 Olher seat type lspecilyl'
1991 Unknown

Seat Performance (This Occupant Position)
101 Occupanl not seated of no seat
111 No seat performance failurdsl
(21 Seatperformance fmlurelsl
(Encode all thal apply1

[A] Seat adjusters failed
[B] Seat back faldong locks failed
[C] Seal tracks falled
[ D l Sear anchors failed
[ E ] Deformed by tmpact of passenger from rear
[ F ] Deformed by r m p a n of passenger from fronl
[GI Deformed by own rnerlral farces
[ H I Deformed by pa5senger compartmenl inlrusmn
Ispec8hl.

( I ] O l h e r Ispec8fyl'

191 Unknown

~~

DESCRIBE ANY INDICATION OF ABNORMAL OCCUPANT POSTURE 1I.E. U N U S U A L OCCUPANT
CONTACT PATTERN)

Complete the following
i f t h e researcher h a s any indications that an occupant was either ejected from or entrappel
in the vehicle. Code the appropriate d a t a on the Occupant Assessment Form.
EJECTION
No[ 1
Yes[ I
Describe indications of ejection and body parts involved

(7) Roof

Ejection
(1) Complete ejection
(2) Partial ejection

( 8 ) O t h e r a r e a ( e . g . ,b a c ko f
pickup, etc.) (specify):

( 3 ) Ejection, unknown d e g r e e
(91 Unknown
Ejection Area
( 1 ) Windshield
(21 Left front
(31 Rightfront
(41 Left rear
( 5 ) Rightrear
(61 Rear
ENTRAPMENT

in partial ejectionis):

(9) Unknown
Ejection Medium
( 1 ) Doorihatchltailgate
(2) Nonfixed roof structure
(3) Fixedglazing
(41 Nonfixedglazing (specify):

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

Describe entrapment mechanism:

Componentls):

(Note in vehicle interior diagram]

( 5 ) Integral structure
(81 Other medium (specify):

191 Unknown

Medium Status (Immediately
to Impact)
( 1 ) Open
(21 Closed
( 3 ) Integralstructure
(9) Unknown

Prio

"
"

"

Case No.-Stratum

Primary
Sampling Unir

"
"
"

"

Oate ( m m dd y y )

Acctdent Event
Sequence No.

CRASHPC Vehicle Identification
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Year

-

;ize
-

+-+Curb

"
"

-

Size

CDC

"
-

;fiffnP<F

-.

_"

PDOF

-

Stiffness

[ ] No, Go To Damage hfOrmalion

Rest andImpactPositions

"
"

Occupant(s) Cargo

Curb

_
"
"

-

+-f-

Weight

Occupanl(5) Cargo

:DC
'DOF

Veh. No.

VEalCLE 2

VEHICLE 1
Neight

NASS

Model

Make

1 yes

VEHICLE 1

VEHICLE 2

Rest

X
Y

X
Y

PSI

PSI

Impact

X
Y

Y

PSI

"_

[ ]No

Sustained
Contact

"_._

PSI
Slip

Ansle

Slin A n n l e

[ ]Yes
VEHICLE 2

VEHICLE 1

[ IN0
[ ] No

Skidding
Skidding
Stop
Before
Rest

I

IYes

[ ]Yes

Skidding
Skidding Stop Before Rest

End-of-Skidding Position

End-of-Skidding Position

X

X
Y

Y

PSI

PSI

[ IN0

Curved Path

[ ]Yes

x -".
Rotation

S Form 435D

x

Y

[ ]None
> 360" [ ]No

Rotation
Direction

Curved Path
Point on Path

Point on Path

1188

"-.-

X

[

1 CW I
[ ]Yes

ICCW

Y
Rotation
Direction
[ ] None
Rotation > 360" [ ] N o

_"

National Accident Sampling System-Crashworthiness Data System:CrashPC Program Summary

_".

Coefficient of Friction

-

Rolling Resistance Option

3 No

[

Trajectory
Data

[ ]Yes

H No, Go To Damage Information
Vehicle 1 Steer Angles

Vehicle 1 Rolling Resistance

LF

LF-."

LR

LR-".

-__
___

RR

___
___

RF

___

RF

Vehlcle 2 Steer Angles

LF

Vehicle 2 Rclling Resistance

LR

LF-".

___

___

___

RR

LR-".
Terrain
Boundary

[ ]No

[ ]Yes

First Point

Second Point

S e c o n d a r y Frlction Coefficient

e -

.

VEHICLE 2

"._"

Crush D e p r h s

Cl"".
c2

Damage Length
C r u s h Depths

C".l

"."

c2
C3

"

L
"J".

-

Offset Damage

Model Year:
Make:

___

8

VEHICLE 1
Length
Damage

.

c4"."
c5

c4

C6

C6--.--

".

Damage
Offset

Weight,
The

--

for

COC, S c e n e Data
Damage
Information
and

thisabove.
vehicle
recorded
should be

Model:

VIN:
Complete and ATTACH t h e appropriate vehicle damage sketch and dimensions to

the Form.

-

!9. Basis for Total
De1ta.V
(Highest)
Delta V Calculated
( 1 ) CRASH p r o g r a m - d a m a g e o n l y r o u t i n e
(2) CRASH p r o g r a m - d a m a g e a n d t r a j e c t o r y
routine
(3) Missing vehicle algorithm

Delta V Not Calculated
(4)At least one vehicle (which may be t h i s vehicle)
is beyond the scopeof an acceptable reconstruction program, regardless of collision conditions.

Secondary
Highest
Lateral

Component
of Delta V

-

nearest m p h

(NOTE: -00 means greater than
-0.5 and less than
+ O S rnph)
( 'c 97)
96.5 mph and above
(- 99) Unknown

"-,-o

33. Energy
Absorption
( 5 ) All vehicleswithinscope
(CDC applicable) of
CRASH p r o g r a m b u t one o f the collisionconditions is beyond t h e s c o p e of t h e CRASH program or other acceptable reconstruction techniques, regardless of a d e q u a c y of d a m a g e d a t a .

(6) All vehicleandcollisioncondirionsarewithin
scope of o n e of the acceptable reconstruction
programs, butthere is insufficient data available.

Secondary
Highest

30. Total Delta V

"

-Nearest rnph

31. Longitudinal
Component
Delta V

-Nearest

100 foot-lbs

3 4 . Confidence in Reconstruction Program

Results (for Highest Delta V)
( 0 ) No reconstruction
( 1 ) Collision fits model-results appear
reasonable
(2) Collision fits model-results appear high
(3)Collision fits model-results appear low
(4) Borderline reconstruction-results
appear reasonable

( 1 ) Complete inspection
(2) Partial inspection (specify):

"_
+

of

-

-Nearest mph
(NOTE: -00 m e a n s g r e a t e r t h a n
- 0 . 5 a n d less t h a n -0.5 m p h )
( 2 97) 2 9 6 . 5 m p h a n d a b o v e
(- 99) Unknown

*ii

~

(NOTE: 0000 m e a n s less than 50 Foot-Lbs)
(9997) 999,650 foot-lbs or more
(9999) Unknown

35. Type of Vehicle Inspection
(0)No Inspection

(NOTE: 00 m e a n s less than
0.5 m p h )
(97) 96.5 mph and above
(991 Unknown

"_
+

32.

STOP HERE IF THE CDS APPLICABLE
VEHICLE WAS NOT INSPECTED

+

i

+

0

Attachment 3
Details of Inspection Procedure

mSPECTIONPROCEDURE FORCRASHEDVEHICLES
The inspectionprocedureforcrashedvehiclesdivides naturallyintosixstages:(l)fullyidenti~ngand
specifying the damaged vehicle,
(2) describing the exteriorbody damage, (3) describing the interior
(passenger compartment) damage,
(4) reconstructing the injury mechanism,(5)compiling a photographic record, and(6)establishingacomputerdatabase foranalysis.
lJDENTIFICATION
The vehicle typeis specified(a1 by reference t o its external badges, number plates, compliance plate,
manufacturer’s plate, emission control label, chassis number and registration label by
and
direct
(b)
observation ofthe car
body, engine, undercarriage and interior.

2. EXTERIOR DAMAGE

Observations on the state ofthe doors and windows are generally routine. The two main types ofg
(laminated and t0ughened)shatter differently, the fracture pattern thereby enablingidentification.
The settingofabrokenside-window a t impact(openorc1osed)isindicatedbyglassfragmentsleftaround
t h e window frame and by the location of the winder mechanism within the door. Laminated glass
normally reveals by its fracturepattern whetheritwasbrokenbydeformationofitsframeor bypoint
contact (eg. a head or hand); in the case
of toughened glass i t is sometimes necessary t o search for
hair or skin fragments around the window frame,
or other forensic evidence, to help assign the cause
ofdamage.
The main aims
of the remaining external damage observations t oare
record (a) the direction and area
ofapplication ofthe impact
force and (b) the change in shape (‘crush’)
of the crashedvehicle, especially
as wouldbe seen from overhead.
The region ofdirect contact, such as metal-to-metal contact between
twocars,isusuallyindicated by
the extentof crush, by sharp changesof shape of metallic components,by the relatively fine-grained
texture of surface damage (eg. to sheet metal panels), and similarconsiderations.
The direction of the force applied to t h e vehicle during impact is often reflected in the residual
deformation of structural components within the regionofdirect contact. In thecase ofan offset frontal,
for example, the front corner making metal-to-metal contact with the other car may be crushed
(a)
directly back, or(b) backand into the engine compartment,
or (c) back and to the outsideofthe original
body line. Similarly, in the case ofasidecollision centredon the passenger compartment, theB-pillar
o r across thecar with a component of deformation to either the
may be pushed directly
across the car,
front o r the back. Thistype ofobservation provides
a physical basis for the assignment of the impact
force direction t o theclockface(ie. t o the nearest30 deg.). Scratchlines, theoverall shape
of body crush
andvarious other discernible features may bealso
useful, however this assessment always requires an
element of judgment and an awareness ofnumerous complexities.
The change in shape from original ofthe crashed vehicle is sketched andmeasured. The sketches are
made over diagrams of a generic sedan viewed from its four sides and overhead. These sketches
routinelyinclude thevehicle’s post-crash shape, the area
of direct contact and direction
of force, sheet
metal buckling, secondary impacts, car body bowing, parts of thevehicle cut, damaged or removed
t o the crash sequence
o r to the interpretation
of t h e
after the crash, scratch lines, and notes relevant
photographicrecord.
The crash damage measurements are intended in t opart
provide input to theCRASH3 program for
calculating DELTA-V - t h e vehicle’s change ofvelocity duringimpact
(NHTSA 1986). This influences
the measurement procedure and format
in which the data recorded.
is
A typical case might
run as follows:The carhas suffered frontal damage. Ahorizontal 2m pole supported
on two uprightsis aligned with the
undamaged rear bumper
t o serve asa zero reference line.A 5m measuring tapeis laid on the ground
alongside the
car extending from the rear bumper line to (beyond) the front bumper. Readings are
takenoftherearaxle-line,frontaxle-lineand thefrontbumpercorner.Theorigina1positionofthefront
bumper is also markedoff on the ground
at this stage, this
specificationlengthhavingbeen determined
fromreference texts camedonsite. Since the damageis severe,readings arealsotakenofthe
A, B a n d
C pillars, the dashboard comer and
the steering wheel hub
in order to help subsequent estimates
of
All the measurementson each side are taken without moving
interior damage and injury mechanisms.
the tape, makinga one-person
it
operation and minimizing measurement uncertainty.
The three-piece frame is then
moved from the rear
of the cart o the original front bumper
position, to serve
nowasazeroreferencelineforfront-endcrush.Thecrushprofi1eisrecordedbysixmeasurementstaken
atequaldistances(lefttoright)alongthedeformedsurfaceofthecar(i.e.crushismeasuredatsixpoints

alongthecarthatwereequailyspacedbeforetheaccident).Thecrushprotileiscompletedbyrecording
thewidthoftheoveralldamagefieldandofthedirectcontactsub-field,andbylocatingthesefieldswithin
thedamagedside-inthiscasethefrontendofthecar.Thesemeasuresagainrefertopre-crashororigina1
lengths.Forexample,ifthefront-endhasbeenreducedto80%ofitsoriginalwidthandwhollydamaged
a s a resultofwappingaroundapole,the damage fieldisrecordedas theoriginal width. Sometimes this
means that reference has to bemade t o similar undamaged cars, to an undamaged section ofthe same
car, or to original specifications.
Finally, thedamage iscodedaccordingto CollisionDeformationClassification(SAE
the
5224 W 8 0 ) .
The procedure for aside collisionvaries slightlyfrom the frontal case. The zero referencelinefor the
measurement ofcrush is generally directly marked
off by string or a 2m pole placed across the field
ofdamage and aligned its
at ends to undamaged sections
of the car surface.
For example, a damaged
vehicle that had taken impactto its leftdoors might have its crush profile taken relative to a string
attached o r aligned to the left sideA and C pillars. This method largely avoids the incorporation of
t h e body structure 'bowing' into the crush profile.
The case ofarolloverorofothernon-two-dimensional impactcannotbeanalysedbytheCEWSH3model,
so measurements are made as the case dictates, with the aim
of having as accurate passenger
compartment intrusion information possible.
as

& NERIORDAMAGE
A mainaimoftheinternaldamageobservationsistorecord thechangeofshapeandintrusionslntothe
passenger compartment. Sketches are drawn over printed diagramsof v a n o u s views of a generic
passenger compartment. These sketches routinely include
(i) outllnes ofthevehicle's Internal shapea t
mid, lower and upper sections, (ii) identification ofintruding components and the magnltude and
or
direction of the extentof intrusion, (iii) steering wheel movement, (iv) components cut, damaged
or importance. Intrusion magnitudes
removedaher impact, and (v)notesonitemsof special interest
(and other movements) areusually estimated
on site, usinga tape measure,
by eitherjudgmg original
positionsorbycomparingmeasurements with asimilarundamagedcaroranundamagedsectionofthe
same car.
Specialattentionisgiven duringtheinternaldamage inspectiont o the steeringassembly, seats andseat
belts.Beyonda routinedescription of these components(ti1t column, bucket seats,retractable belts
etc.)theseatsandseatbeltsarechecked formechanical orperformancefailure,andboththemovement
of thesteeringcolumnrelativetoitsmountatthedashboard a n d thedeformatlonofthesteeringwheel
rim are measured.
in t h e c a rwere in usedurlngthe accident.A
One importanttaskis to ascertain whether the seatbelts
belt system that has been loaded can aleave
variety of signs:
- The surfaces ofthe tongue (latchplate) touching the webbing often appear to be scratched o r
abraded in a mannernever occurringby normal wear and tear. This sign varies
from being barely
discernible undermagnification t o being grossly visibleat acursory glance.
- Similar damage may be observed on the D-ring typically mounted on the upper B-pillar.
- The webbingwhichinuseliesinthevicinityofthe D-ringor tongue may be marked by scummy
deposits, by discolouration, by a change in surface texture and reflectivity due
to fibre flattening or abrasion, or by fibre damage as ifby the generation
of surface heat.
- The interior trim down the B-pillar may
be fractured or dislodged by the tightening and
straighteningofthe webbing directedfrom the D-ring to the retractor.
- Other components maybe damaged by loadingofthe seat belt system, including the latch and
surroundingparts, and the webbing and surroundingparts inthevicinityof the loweroutboard
anchor.
- Blood and glass fragments or similar may
be present over the full length ofthe webbing(or
over
only that p a r t of the webbing that is exposed while fully retracted).
Occasionally useful circumstantial evidenceis available, forexample, the webbingmay have beencut
during rescue, indicating that the rescue team foundit
in use.
Sometimes thecrash forces
on abeltsystemare notsuffkient to leave
any discernible signs. In practice
this m e a n s t h a tit is generally easier toprove (byinspection) thata belt was worn thant o prove that
it wasnot.

4. INJURY mcHANIsr4
The final part ofthevehicle inspection involves reconstructlnghow theoccupant's injuries occurred.

before conducting the
Normal practiceis t o obtain the injury details
inspection. This gives focusto the
examination, enablingmaximum confidence in the reconstructionto be built up in minimum time.
The signsofoccupantcontact canbe extremely subtle and the mechanisms ofinjury
be elusive
can
or
complex -ithelpstoknowwhetheroneissearchingfortheexplanationofahrokennoseorofabroken
ankle!
As a n initial working assumption, the direction
of the occupant’s inertial movement relativeto t h e
vehicle during the accident sequence may be assumed
t o be opposite to the direction of the applied
impactforce. Given theoccupant’s seatingposition andlikelihood
of seat beltuse, this suggests where
to look for signs of contact; in the case
of a left side impact,
for example, one searches initiallyt o the
feel for the situationis to sit in the same
left of the injured occupant. A simple aid to gaining some
position as the patientif possible with the seat belt tensioned
by t h e body t o its positiona t full load.
of hair and flakes ofskin can
be found
Signsofoccupant contact varygreatly: clothingfibres, strands
on the contactedcomponents; movement, damageor deformationofcomponents around the carinterior
t o the direction of
may be plainly duet o forces originating from within the car and acting oppositely
theimpact force; intrusion may besogreat as t o make contactinevitable; component surfaces may
be smeared, brushed, discoloured or abraded
by the contact.
of a generic vehicle interior, with the
Notes on the signs ofoccupant contact are recorded over diagrams
of confidence level is also assigned to each
emphasis heavily on injury-causing contacts. Ajudgment
suggestedcontact point.
In the absenceof specific evidence, a degree of inference canbe involved in the assignmentof injurycausing contact polnts. For example,an unbelted driver might
be known t o have hit his headon the
o n the lower dash; his bilateral rib fractures are then plausibly attributed
to
windscreen and hls knees
no forensic evidenceo r rim deformation is apparent. This type
of
steering wheel contact, even though
judgment, t o a greater o r lesser degree,runs through the reconstruction ofhow some injuries occur.
Onesituationofparticulardifflcultyandfrequencyisthe caseofabelteddriversufferingsternumorrib
fractures. It is not always easy
t o distinguish seat belt pressure
from steering wheel contact as the
injuring force. Routine procedure inthis case, ifpossible,is t o line up the belt webbinginto its position
of full load(as described above) and
t o measure the distance from the sternum
to the steeringwheel hub.
If appropriate, placing one’s knees intoa shattered lower dashboard and ntretchingone’s head toward
apoint ofknowncontactgives some impression ofthe likelihood ofsteering wheel contact, always bearin
in mind theprobable role ofwebbingstretch, elasticreboundofthesteeringassembly, occupant’s height
and weight, and various other considerations. I t may be most plausible,i n this and several other
cornmonsituations, toattribute the injury
t o a combinationofforces.
I t saves timeat inspection to have
There are normally moreinjuries that injury-causing contact points.
alreadygrouped the injuries accordingto theirlikelycommon cause. The broken nose, cut lip, chipp
tooth and fractured jaw, for example, probably arose in the same way. These injury groups are
of the human body;explanatory
transcribed from the hospital reportontoa page bearingseveral views
notesontheorigin and application offorces on the bodylikelyto have generated these injuries are then
madeaspartoftheinspectionprocess.
~

LPHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD
After the field notes are completed, around twenty to thirty photographs are taken ofthe crashed
vehicle. An unexceptional case hasa rough balance between interior and exterior shots
- unusual or
interesting features naturally draw special attention.
6, COMPUTERRECORD
Much of theinformationgathered from the patient interview,
injury description and vehicle inspection
is converted t o (mostly) numeric code, generating about650-1000 characters on computer for each
occupant (dependingon the numberofinjuries). Information such as name, address and registration
number arespecifically not included
t o protect confidentiality. The
code is mostly derived
from the NASS
format (NHTSA 1989).
The CRASH3 program isused to compute impact
velocity fromresidual crush measurementsStatistica1
analysis is undertaken
on SPSS software.

Attachment 4
Lower Limb Injury Summary Sheet

CASE D102-1 FRONT PASSENGER
Lurver Limb Injuries

# Inferior pubic ramus

.

# acetabular fossa into
super~orpubic ramus

Comminuted # supracondylar femoral
shaft into articular surface

Comminuted # tibia and fibula

# neck of talus and calcaneous
wlth medial displacement of the
cuboid relative to the calcaneous

~

~~

Ambulance repon stated t h a t pauenl's door was pushed in substantially and that patient was trapped with legs pushed towards
lransnilss1on tunnel.
Toepan, dash and firewall mtruded to front of seal cushlon presenting a venical wall of metal to the lower limbs
Thigh Injury IS from heaw knee contact against the dash and firewall. The pelvlc fractures probably resulted primarily from
rorces transmitted through the thigh although direcl contact with the door may have contributed.

Foot fractures are consistenl with the application of static crushing forces. the e u c t nature of whxh is unclear. The left foot
was probably jammed beiwcen loepalr metal and the seat base.
Tlbla and fibula shan flacturcs could have rcsulted cilher from a dynanlic compressive force on the leg by contacLs at the knee
:Ind 1001o r clse by crushing rorccs after deforlllauoli 01h e toepan.

Dash/tirewall

- Toepan
Mechanism of Injury
Compresslon or thigh (knee loading)
Compresston oClower leg
Crushlng of Tool

Possible Instrumentation
Strain gauge on femur/ Knee load cell
Strain gauge on lower leg
Load cells on fool/ Deformable foot

